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Birth control prices to decrease 
By Th*ma Scott 
Reporter 
College women who saw an 
increase in the price of birth con- 
trol in 2007 may soon be getting 
some relief. 
Prior to 2007, birth control was 
offered at a discounted price to 
female college students. Most 
popular brands of contraception 
could be purchased at student 
health centers for $8-$l 1. 
But in 2005, Congress passed 
The Federal Deficit Reduction 
Act, which disallowed pharma- 
ceutical companies to continue 
providing campus health centers 
with the discounted prescrip- 
tions. Prices of certain birth con- 
trol medications jumped from 
$10 to $50. 
Karen Hagemeyer, director of 
the pharmacy at the University 
Student Health Center said the 
significant increase in birth con- 
trol prices which occurred as a 
result of the DRA affected the 
number of college age women 
who were able to buy birth con- 
trol. 
"As a result of the act, many 
women just found it difficult, or 
in some cases even impossible to 
buy," she said. 
Sophomore lessica Smith said 
the price of birth control has 
affected her decision to not pre- 
scribe to the product. 
"It is so easy to get a prescrip- 
"... Many women just 
found it difficult, or 
in some cases even 
impossible to buy." 
Karen Hagemeyer | Pharmacy director 
tion to birth control, but then the 
product is too expensive," Smith 
said. "I just can't afford to pay $50 
a month for birth control." 
last month, President Obama 
signed into affect The Omnibus 
Appropriations Bill, which over- 
turned a prevision of The Federal 
Deficit Reduction act — resulting 
in  pharmaceutical companies 
being given the choice to provide 
college campuses with discount- 
ed birth control. 
Because the decision to lower 
the price of birth control is left 
up to the drug companies, the 
price has yet to change at the 
University, Hagemeyer said. But 
the Student Health Center is in 
contact with the drug compa- 
nies in an effort to get prices low- 
ered for students. 
lunior Danielle Seymour cur- 
rently pays $50 a month for Nuva 
Ring, a popular brand of birth 
control. Seymour said finding 
money to pay for the high price 
of the prescription has been dif- 
ficult. 
"It is hard because it is some- 
Beer for a better environment 
ByUnChafoz 
Reporter 
Green beer isnt only for the celebra- 
tion of Saint Patrick's Day. It's also a 
celebration in itself when made from 
as much organic material as pos- 
sible, and can be had any day of the 
year—if you know where to go. 
Blackswamp Bootleg, a business 
in Bowling Green, sells brew kits to 
a starch source, hops (female flower 
cones) and yeast, aD of which are 
grown with different synthetic chem- 
icals to aid the growing process. 
However, organic beer is made 
according to certain production 
standards that exclude most chemi- 
cals normally used in the growing 
process, making the beer up to 95 
percent organic, according to Peak 
Organic Brewery's Web site. 
Peak Organic Brewery, located in 
illier company mak- 
go green bv brewing 
organic T**i Tipsiueic 
Peak < *»<r>ic lor. uui.& said rtV 
BtTR ' 
luusTMnoM won; wti. 
Clay club ceramic sale blooms in springtime 
By Ira Sain 
Reporter 
Springtimeat the University brings 
an increase in the already-windy 
weather, blooming flowers and 
trees and the number of outdoor 
student activities. 
This spring ceramic artwork 
and pottery will be added to the 
season's offerings as well. 
Beginning tomorrow, the Clay 
Club will be hosting its 13th 
Annual Spring Sale in room 1218 
of the Fine Arts Center. 
The sale will feature a variety 
of handmade ceramic artwork 
and pottery from 20 student-art- 
ists, Ceramics Instructor loe Pintz 
said. 
The purpose of the sale is to 
raise money for the Clay Club to 
sponsor visiting artists and fund 
field trips, with half of the money 
going to the students and the rest 
to the Clay Club, Pintz said. 
"It's a good 
opportunity to... 
see how the general 
public likes our work." 
Erik Zohn | Junior 
The Clay Club, which consists 
of intermediate and advanced 
Ceramics and Art Education 
majors, has three sales a year, 
including one at the Black Swamp 
Arts Festival. The sales are a good 
opportunity for students to learn 
howtoorganizeand promote their 
work through publicity and make 
a living as an artist, Pintz said. 
The Clay Club earns between 
$1,200 and $1,500 through its 
Spring Sale, which  is growing 
See CERAMICS! 12 
IRAS/MBS MBGNEWS 
HARD AT WORK: An education major and Clay Club member Jonathon Dehner prac- 
tices his skills on the pottery wheel. 
thing I need and what works best 
for me, but it is also one of the 
most expensive prescriptions," 
Seymore said. It is really not 
something I want to spend $50 a 
month on, especially as a college 
student." 
Hagemeyer said she hopes 
the prices will soon be reduced 
and anticipates a price negation 
could IK- in place as srxin as the 
fall semester. 
"Right now. we are just sit- 
ting here waiting for a response 
and trying to speed it along and 
we are very hopeful that they 
will respond to the discount," 
Hagemeyer said. "I wish I had 
a definite answer, hut I am very 
hopeful at this point'' 
Tickets fund 
parking, traffic 
operations 
By Lin Chafotx 
Reporter 
Every day when walking through 
the University parking lots, it's 
easy to spot the cars that have 
extended their stay by the orange 
tickets flapping tinder wind- 
shield wipers. 
These tickets add up to over 
40,000 and 45,000 tickets a year, 
a main revenue of which is from 
the meters on campus. According 
to the Parking and Traffic Office. 
this adds up to $670,000 in tickets 
for the 2008-2009 academic year. 
Stacie Enrique/, an adminis- 
trative officer in the Public Safety 
Department said the main rea- 
son for the frequent meter tickets 
is because they ticket the spaces 
often. 
"Thr roeter* '-"in beJQ(i . 
once an hour, every hour, from 
7 a.m. to 7:30 p.m.," she said. 
"We ticket them often because 
the spaces are intended for short- 
term parking." 
The money from parking 
tickets helps to support the 
Parking and Traffic Office at the 
University, which provides the 
shuttles for students on campus 
— which cost $478,000 for the 
academic year of 2008-2009. 
The department is an aux- 
iliary department, Enriquez 
said, meaning it pays for itself. 
Everything in the department, 
including the materials they 
need, parking lot repair, shuttle 
services and products to keep 
the department running is paid 
for by the revenue they make for 
themselves. 
Freshman Nathan Saygers, 
who has received parking tick- 
ets on campus, said he wasn't 
aware of the parking regulations 
on campus. 
"I got two tickets within the 
span of a few days," he said. 
"Both were for pulling through a 
diagonal space." 
Students can park in designat- 
ed areas on campus depending 
on the different types of passes 
they hold. The areas are marked 
on campus maps and available at 
the Parking and Traffic Office. 
The lots are color coded, and 
See TICKETS | Page 2 
CAMPUS 
BRIEF 
The University Eco-Fair. originally to be 
held m the Union Oval, has been moved 
mside due to weathef conditions. 
The fair will now take place m 228 
Union from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. today: 
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Birth control prices to decrease 
By Theresa Scott 
College women who  saw an 
in. i ..is.'in the price ol birth con- 
trol in L'llll, in.i\ soon be gelling 
some relief. 
I'liui in .'no?, birth control was 
offered al a discounted price to 
female college students. Musi 
popular brands ol contraception 
could be purchased at student 
health centers foi S8-SI1. 
Bui iii 2005 i ongress passed 
I In- Federal Deficit Reduction 
Act, which disallowed pharma- 
ceutical companies to continue 
providing campus health centers 
with the discounted prescrip- 
tions. I'rui s of certain hmli con- 
trol medications jumped from 
SlOtoS in 
Karen Hagemeyer, directoi ol 
the pharmacy at the Universii) 
Student Health Center -.ii.1 the 
significant increase in Imtli con 
uol prices which occurred as a 
result MI tin l)lt\ affected the 
number ol college age women 
who were able to buy birth con 
trot. 
As ,i result ni ihr a, i. main 
women jusi found ii difficult, or 
in sunn- casrs even impossible to 
buy," she said 
Sophomore lessica Smith said 
the price of liinli control has 
affected hei dei Iston to not pre- 
scribe to the product, 
"It is so easy to gel a prcsci ip 
"... Many women just 
found it difficult, or 
in some cases even 
impossible to buy." 
linn to birth i ontrol, i>iii then the 
piniliii i is ion expensive," Smith 
said. "I jusi i an i afford lo p,i\ s iO 
a month for birth. ontrol 
I ast month, Presideni i Ibama 
signed into affect l tic Ummlnis 
\ppropriations Hill, whii Ii ovei 
turneda prevision ol I he I ederal 
liciii II Reduction an resulting 
in  pharmaceutical  companies 
beinggiventhei hoii e to provide 
college campuses with <ii 
el birth control. 
Because the decision lo lowci 
the price ol birth control is lelt 
up lo the drug companii 
price has yet lo changi 
University, llagemeyei said. Km 
ihe Student I lealih 
i ontaci with the drug i 
nies in an effort to gel prii 
cii'd lor students 
lunioi Danielle Seymou 
renth pays S50a month ti 
Ring, a populai In.mil ol birth 
control. Seymoui said linding 
mone\ in paj foi the high prii e 
ui the prescription lias been dif- 
in ult, 
"Ii is hard because n i- some 
Beer for a better environment 
By Lin Chahrti 
Reporter 
Green lieer isn't only for the celehra- 
liun ol Saint Patrick's Day. It's also a 
celebration in itself when made from 
as much organic material as pus 
sible. and can IK- had any day of the 
year- ifyouknowwheretogo. 
lilackswamp Bootleg, a business 
in Bowling (keen, sells brew kits to 
help people UUUL' tile" mxu ^H1 
beer. If people are interested, they 
can attempt to make their own 
eco-trlendry beverages using Breiss 
malts in the kits. Breiss malt is an all- 
organic American grain produced in 
Wisconson. *:v     *. 
Normally, beer is made with water. 
a starch source, hops (female flower 
conesl and yeast, all of which are 
grown with different synthetic chem 
icals to aid the growing process. 
However, organic beer is made 
according to certain production 
Standards that exclude most chemi- 
cals normally used in the growing 
process, making the beer up to 95 
percent organic, according to IVak 
Organic Brewery's Web Bite, 
IVak Organic Brewery, located in 
Mamo, is another company mak- 
ing an effort to go green by brewing 
organic beer. President and CEO of 
Peak Organic Ion Cadoux said the 
green beer doesn't cause soil degra- 
"See BEER! Page?' 
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Clay club ceramic sale blooms in springtime 
By Ira Sairs 
'• 
Springtime at the University brines 
an increase in the already-windy 
weather, blooming flowers and 
trees ami the number ol outdoor 
student activities. 
This spring ceramic artwork 
.mil pottery will be added to the 
season's offerings as welL 
Beginning tomorrow, the Clay 
Club will he hosting its 13th 
Annual Spring Sale in room 12IH 
of the Fine Arts Center, 
The sale will feature a variety 
ol handmade ceramic artwork 
.mil potter) from 20 student-art- 
ists, i.'ramies Instructor |oe Pintz 
said. 
The purpose of the sale is to 
raise money lor the Clay Club to 
sponsor visiting artists and fund 
field trips, with half of the money 
going to the students and the rest 
to the (lay Club, Pintz said. 
"It's a good 
opportunity to... 
see how the general 
public likes our work." 
I he Claj Club, which consists 
of intermediate anil advanced 
Ceramics  and   Art   Education 
majors, has three sales a year, 
in. lulling one al the Black Swamp 
Arts festival. Ihe sales are a good 
opportunity for students to learn 
how to organize and promote their 
work through publicity anil make 
a living as an artist, Pintz said. 
The Clay club earns between 
$1,200 anil $1,500 through its 
Spring  Sale,   which  is  growing 
See CERAMICS I Page 2 HARD AT WORK: 
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rrcshnian   \athan  Saygers, 
who has received parking ti< k 
ets on campus   said he wasn't 
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on 1 ampiis. 
I got two in keis iviihin the 
span ol .1 few da\s lie said, 
"Both were foi rough a 
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hei earring ripped from her 
t 9-year-old female while 
they were on their way home on the 
school bus. 
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allow students wWi a blue pass 
mi campus) ID park in the blue 
areas lots 6 arid 12), students 
with a red pass (off campus] to 
park In the red areas (any com- 
muter lots) and those with a 
green pass [faculty and staff) to 
park in the green areas on cam- 
pus. 
Sophomore Stephanie Smith 
has never had any problems 
with campus parking, but said 
she wished the money was used 
more wisely. 
"I've personally never received 
a ticket, but I wish that the money 
would go more into maintaining 
the p.n king lots," she said. 
Enriquezsaid the parking situ- 
ation is something everyone likes 
to complain about, but in the 
end. it brings people together. 
"It's another one of those 'p' 
winds, like politics," she said. 
It evokes a lot of passion, and 
brings people together for the 
same cause in the end." 
CERAMICS 
From Page 1 
every year, Pintz said. 
"It's a good opportunity to get 
practice in and see how the gen- 
eral public likes our work," Ink 
Zohn, who specializes in func- 
tional pottery and has partici- 
pated in the last six sales, said. "It 
gives us a chance to get our work 
out to people who would not nor- 
mally see it." 
I he sale offers almost any- 
thing that can be made from clay, 
including dips, bowls and tea- 
pots. Zohn said. 
It will continue through 
Saturday, and lasts from 10 a.m. 
nib r+Mk1     ceramics studio. 
BEER 
Ftom Page 1 
elation and chemical runoff that 
contaminates water sources and 
the ecosystem. 
"Beak Organic beer is made 
without toxic and persistent pes- 
ticides and chemical fertilizers," 
he said. "I lealthier soil grows tast- 
ier barley and hops." 
According to the Organic 
Trade Association, organic beer 
sales have grown from S9 million 
in 2003 to SI!) million in 2005 
and have signaled the start of an 
organic revolution in the alcohol 
industry. Many companies have 
started promoting their desire to 
go organic, including Anheuser- 
Busch, which launched its first 
organic beer in 2000. 
But Gary Silveniian. an envi- 
ronmental science professor at 
the I Iniversity, said making prod 
nets organic isn't enough. 
When the products are thrown 
away into a landfill, they still aren't 
composting or decomposing, he 
said. The way landfills are Struc- 
tured prevents any air or water 
from getting into the materials 
thrown away, which then pre- 
vents them from decomposing, 
whether it's a lerruce leaf or a 
Styrofoam cup. 
"The best way to help the 
environment is just to not throw 
things away," he slid. "II you're 
going to pay the extra S2 for the 
bottle of organic alcohol, don't 
waste the effort by putting it into 
tlie classic plastic red cup." 
One of the breweries in ()hio 
attempting to go the extra step 
is the Great Lakes Brewing 
Company, which started in 19KB 
and lias since striven to be a zero 
waste company. 
While Great Likes uses con- 
ventionally grown products in its 
beer, tlie company uses organic 
food in its pubs in Cleveland — 
including organic mushrooms, 
all natural meats, dairy and pro- 
duce. 
"Thirty percent of all the food 
we buy is organic food which 
"Peak Organic beer 
is made without 
toxic and persistent 
pesticides..." 
Jon Cadotii 
is grown in Northeast Ohio," 
Brewer Saul kliorys said. "We're 
also growing our own food, all of 
whit his organic." 
Along with these initiatives, 
the company recycles and makes 
sure till of its newsletters, menus, 
napkins and packaging are made 
with I (X) percent recycled mate- 
rial. In addition, Great hikes uses 
a delivery duck called "The Hatty 
Wagon," which runs strictly on 
vegetable oil. 
But beer isn't the only beverage 
going all-organic. 
There are also many different 
vineyards growing organic wine. 
ITtcre has even recently been 
the development of many differ- 
ent types of organic hard liquor 
including Orange V Vodka, 4 
CopasTequila. I'apagayo Organic 
Spiced Rum and luniper Green 
Gin, all of which are sold in tlie 
U.S. 
But regardless of what sub- 
stance is considered eco-friendly, 
going organic is still beneficial to 
die environment 
"When [companies go organic] 
it helps with the long term t'ertil- 
ilv of the soil." Silveniian said. "It 
reduces the amount of chemicals 
which are put back into the envi- 
ronment by using manure." 
According to Silveniian, one of 
the best tilings we can do for the 
environment is to support people 
and companies who are in favor 
of reducing everyone's "carbon 
footprint" the mark that people 
leave on the environment after 
they're gone. 
"We need to vote |icople in 
office who support the reduc- 
tion of the carbon footprint" 
Silveniian said. "We need to make 
it a priority to support the com- 
panies who strive to lie green." 
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STOP 
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in Good Locations! 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC. 
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Spring Car Care Specials! 
Auto Service 
Centers 
1
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i or "Best" OIL CHANGE 
$K00 O OFF 
| See store 'or oetarls "In lieu ol other offers. 
u" Mosi cars and Itgtii trucks. 
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BRAKE SERVICE 
4-WNEEL... 
2-WHEEL... 
$50OFF 
$ 25 OFF 
We Offer Complete Automotive Repair p 
Air Conditioning • Brakes • Exhaust • Genoral Maintenance 
Heating & Cooling • Lube/OII/Fllter • Shocks  & Struts 
Starting & Charging • And Much Morel 
Brake A Exhaust Inspections Are Always FREE/ 
Bowling Green ^L 
(419) 353-2444 
■a   **#>->     *»        mm       - sMwM ■ NOIHTMtST 1087 S. Main Street    wwqnm 
Next to Pizza Hut 
MOD. • Fri  8:00am • 6:00pm • Sat. 8:00am • 4:00pm 
     www.tuffy.com unum 
Save on our complete line of lifetime warranted brake 
pads end shoes - good for as long as you own your 
car. 'Ceramic pads ears. Additional lees may ■ apply. In lieu of othe' offers. Most cars and        rmrv 
'light trucks. 1 -- 
TUFFY BUCKS 
$ 15 00 OFF* 
GfT 10\ Off 
YBaJff 
ANY SERVICE 
PERFORMED OVER $75 
'Excludes oil changes Not redeemable for cash. 
I In lieu of other offers. .^^ | Most cars and fight trucks. " 
Researchers claim to find 
smallest exoplanet ever 
By Jennifer Quinn 
The Associated Press 
HATF1ELD, England— In the 
search for Earth-like planets, 
astronomers zeroed in yester- 
day on two places that look 
awfully familiar to home. One 
is close to the right si/.e. Tlie 
other is in the right place. 
European researchers said 
they not only found the small- 
est exoplanet ever, called 
(Iliese 581 e, but realized that 
a neighboring planet discov- 
ered earlier, Gliese 581 d, was 
in the prime habitable zone for 
potential life, 
"The Holy Grail of current 
exoplanet research is the 
detection of a rocky, Earth-like 
planet in the habitable zone,'" 
said Michel Mayor, an astro- 
physicist at Geneva University 
in Switzerland. 
An American expert called 
the discovery of the tiny planet 
"extraordinary." 
Gliese 581 e is only 1.9 times 
the size of Earth — while previ- 
ous planets found outside our 
solar system are closer to the 
size of massive lupiter, which 
NASA says could swallow more 
than 1,000 Earths. 
(iliese 581 e sits close to the 
nearest star, making it too hot 
to support life. Still, Mayor said 
its discovery in a solar system 
20? light years away from Earth 
is a "good example that we are 
progressing in the detection of 
Earth-like planets." 
Scientists also discovered 
that the orbit of planet Gliese 
581 d, which was found in 2007, 
was located within the "habit- 
able zone" — a region around a 
sun-like star that would allow 
water to be liquid on the plan- 
et's surface, Mayor said. 
He spoke at a news confer- 
ence yesterdayat the University 
of Hertfordshire during the 
European Week of Astronomy 
and Space Science. 
Gliese 581 d is probably too 
large to be made only of rocky 
material, fellow astronomer 
and team member Stephane 
Udry said, adding it was pos- 
sible the planet had a "large 
and deep"ocean. 
"It is the first serious 'water- 
iw* rtt 
BRITAIN NEW PLANET: An artist's impression of "Planet e". lorground left, released 
by the European Organisation lor Astronomical Research in the Southern Hemisphere 
Tuesday. Exoplanet researcher Michel Mayor announced Tuesday the discovery ol the light- 
est exoplanet found so far The planet. V. m the famous system Gliese 581. in the constel- 
lation of Libra and 205 light years (192 trillion km or 119 trillion miles) away, is only about 
twice the mass of Earth The team also refined the orbit of the planet Gliese 581 d. (small 
circle) fust discovered in 2007 placing it well within the habitable lone, where liquid water 
oceans could exist. 
"It is great work 
and shows the 
potential of this 
detection method." 
Lis<i Kalloneqgct j Ailtononct 
world' candidate." Udry said. 
Mayor's main planet-hunt- 
ing competitor, Geoff Many 
of the University of California, 
Berkeley, praised the find of 
Gliese 581 e as "the most excit- 
ing discovery" so far of exo- 
planets — planets outside our 
solar system. 
"This discovery is absolutely 
extraordinary," Marcy told The 
Associated Press by e-mail, 
calling the discoveries a sig- 
nificant step in the search for 
Earth-like planets. 
While Gliese 581 c is too hot 
for life "it shows that nature 
makes such small planets, 
probably in large numbers," 
Marcy commented. "Surely the 
galaxy contains tens of billions 
of planets like the small, Earth- 
mass one announced here." 
Nearly 350 planets have 
been found outside our solar 
system, hut so far nearly every 
one of them was found to be 
extreinelj unlikely to harbor 
life. 
Most were too close or too 
far from their sun, making 
them too hot or too cold for 
life. Others were too big and 
likely to be uninhabitable gas 
giants like lupiter. Those that 
are too small are highly diffi- 
cult to detect in the first place. 
Both Gliese 581 d and Gliese 
581 e are located in constel- 
lation libra and orbit around 
Gliese 581. 
Like other planets cir- 
cling that star — scientists 
have discovered four so far 
— Gliese 581 e was found 
using the European Southern 
Observatory's telescope in La 
Silla, Chile. 
The telescope has a special 
instrument which splits light 
to find wobbles in different 
wavelengths. Those wobbles 
can reveal the existence of 
other worlds. 
"It is great work and shows 
the potential of this detec- 
tion method," said Lisa 
Kaltenegger, an astronomer 
at the Harvard-Smithsonian 
Center for Ast rophysics. 
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Dropped classes can cost 
students a lot of money 
By J*nna Gibson 
The Daily Nebraskan 
At the very least, students at the 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln 
threw away $1,084,162.13 last 
semester by dropping classes. 
In the full, UNI. students 
received 4,163 "W"s on their 
transcripts. This means the stu- 
dents dropped their courses after 
September 6 and could only get 
50 percent of their tuition money 
back. If the student wailed even 
longer to drop the course, he 
or she may not have gotten any 
money back. 
So students could have spent 
up to $2,168,324.25 last fall on 
classes they didn't finish. 
And that's just for in-state stu- 
dents. 
This extra tuition money just 
goes into the general tuition fund 
and isn't dealt with any differ- 
ently, said Earl Hawkey, director 
of Registration and Records at 
UNL. 
"Hopefully students weren't 
dropping classes for trivial rea- 
sons," Hawkey said. "If the rea- 
son you're dropping the class is 
because you're really getting a 
bad grade, of course you want to 
drop it." 
Not everyone has the same 
experience - even in the same 
class, he said. If students aren't 
fully prepared for a class or end 
up having problems outside of 
class or in other classes, that may 
prompt them to drop a class. 
I lawkey also pointed out that 
UNL has a fairly lenient policy 
n^gardingwithdravvals.Somcuni- 
versities, including the University 
of Washington, have a limit on 
how many classes a student can 
drop, he said. 
Etrika Quechenberger, a fresh- 
man advertising major, has never 
dropped a class. Some of her 
friends have dropped, though, 
she said. 
While shewnuldconsiderdrop- 
ping a class in a dire situation, 
Quechenberger said she wouldn't 
like having to do so. 
"Ithinkdroppingaclassissuth 
u huge waste of money'," she said. 
"I don't think I'd want to do that." 
Caroline Haug realizes it was a 
waste to drop her chemistry class 
but said her CI'A is more impor- 
tant. I laug. a sophomore animal 
science major, is planning to go 
to graduate school and become 
a veterinarian, so maintaining 
a pristine transcript is essential, 
she said. 
"Going into it (chemistry), the 
class was a lot tougher than I 
expected," she said. "I was frus- 
trated, yes ... but in the end get- 
ting the money back was sccond- 
ary to saving my GPA." 
Earth Week extended to emphasize sustainability 
By Rodger N.iy.ik 
University of Virginia Cavalier Daily 
Earth Day, a national event pro 
muting sustainability and envi- 
ronmental friendliness, has 
been extended loan enl i re week 
at the University of Virginia, 
said third-year College stu- 
denl Bukky Awosogba. direc- 
tor of current events for the 
University Programs Council. 
Earth Week began Thursday 
and will continue through next 
Sunday afternoon. Extending 
the even) allows for greater 
emphasis on Earth Week's pur- 
pose: to draw attention to the 
University's growing sustain- 
ability needs, Awosogba said. 
"People argue that we ought 
to practice Earth Day every 
day," Awosogba said. "By 
expanding it to a week, we can 
better facilitate that." 
The festivities kicked off with 
a "Sustainability liarbeque" at 
Hunk Dining Hall Thursday. 
Awosogba said the event pre- 
sented information about sus- 
tainable dining and helped 
show students how they can 
make environmentally friendly 
choices about what they eat. 
The events continued yes- 
terday, as the Miller Center 
for Public Affairs hosted a 
forum tilled "Driving Toward 
Sustainability," which featured 
transportation policy analyst 
Deborah Cordon. The Medical 
and Architecture Schools also 
EWESTANTON 
LECTURE: The Medical School and Architeclure School at the University of Virginia held 
a climate change and health symposium Monday as part of Earlh Week 
jointly sponsored a climate 
change and health symposium 
at Alumni Hall. 
Facilities Management will 
liosllheKarthDayLxlruvaganza 
tomorrow between Minor and 
Garrett Halls from 10 a.m. lo 1 
p.m.Third-yearCollege student 
Rachel Maker, a student employ- 
ee with Facilities Management, 
said she hopes this event will 
give students a "general sense 
of how to conserve energy and 
resources." Students can par- 
ticipate in the Dumpster Dive, 
during which event coordina- 
tors will go through a dump- 
ster outside a first-year stu- 
dent dormitory and measure 
the amount of material that 
could have been recycled. The 
Tapwater Challenge also is 
among the day's activities, as 
students will attempt to distin- 
guish bottled water, filleted lap 
water and regular tap water in 
a taste test 
Water quality will be dis- 
cussed tomorrow as well. 
The U.Va Kay Game, a com- 
puter model of the Chesapeake 
Bay Watershed developed by 
University researchers, debuts 
tomorrow in the Harrison 
Auditorium at 4 p.m. Jeffrey 
Plank, associate vice president 
for research, said he hopes stu- 
dents who attend the demon- 
stration will betier understand 
the bay's environmental prob- 
lems and how iheir actions 
impact the bay's health. 
"What we hope to communi- 
cate is the Interconnectedness 
of human behavior and natural 
systems." Plank said. 
I he documentary "King 
Com" also aims to make 
clear the connection between 
human actions and the envi- 
ronment A screening of Ihe 
film, which shows three best 
friends from college investigat- 
ing the origin of their food, will 
take place Wednesday at 7 p.m., 
followed by a discussion panel 
with Environmental Sciences 
Prof. Steve Macko, who appears 
in the film. 
The wick will begin lo 
wind down with leffrcy 
Sachs, author of "The End of 
Poverty," who will speak at the 
( ommerce School at 9 a.m. 
Friday. The Office of the Vice 
Presidenl loi Research also will 
host a Student Sustainability 
Symposium in the Rotunda 
aj noon, later thai afternoon, 
Students for Environmental 
Activism will host a workshop 
about green living and envi- 
ronmental activism in the 
Tuttle Dormitory Lounge at 
2 p.m. Saturday. The Critical 
Mass Bike Ride, the week's final 
event, starts at the Rotunda at 
12:30 p.m. and continues to 
Tonsler Park at Cherry Avenue 
for a luncheon and flea mar- 
ket. 
Armando de Leon, sustain- 
ability programs manager 
for Facilities Management, 
said he anticipates that Earth 
Week might improve students' 
understanding about environ- 
mental issues 
Men's riqhts activist vows to battle feminism after case dismissed 
By Joy Rnmovits 
The Columbia Dairy Spectator 
Men's rights activist Roy Den 
Hollander, Columbia University 
MBA '97, pledged 10 fight on 
in his battle againsl feminism, 
in light of a magistrate judge's 
April 15 recommendation lo dis- 
miss his case againsl Columbia's 
women's studies program. 
"The Magistrate Judge's recom- 
mendations go to lodge Lewis A. 
Kaplan, who will decide whether 
to accept, reject or modify' them 
— bet he accepts them, and then 
there will be an appeal to the 
Second Circuit," Hollander wrote 
in a press release in response to 
the recommendation to dismiss. 
"It's not the law, and I like lo 
think I'm not thai masochistic," 
Hollander quoted himself as say- 
ing. 
In August, Hollander filed a 
lawsuit against Columbia, claim- 
ing that its support of a wom- 
en's studies department was a 
First Amendment violation, on 
the grounds that feminism is 
a religion. He is also claiming 
GET A LIFE 
CALENDAR Of EVENTS 
Some events tdlen Irom eventsrxjsueoV, 
10 a.m. -3 pm. 
Earth Day Eco Fair 
Union Mall Area 
5:30 - 8 p.m. 
Beer Tasting: West Coast 
Beers 
201 BTSU 
9 p.m. -11:45 p.m. 
Movie in the Union: Yes 
Man 
Union Theater 
that the "intentional discrimi- 
natory impact against men of 
the women's studies program 
is in violation of the equal 
protection clause of the 14th 
Amendment." He contends 
that Columbia cannot use gov- 
ernment funding to support 
the Institute for Research on 
Women and Gender unless it 
has an equivalent men's studies 
program. 
In October, Columbia filed 
a motion for ihe case lo be 
dropped, arguingthat Hollander 
has no standing to sue since 
he is nol a Columbia student, 
and that he has nol coherently 
defined a men's studies alter- 
native. The University's filing 
stated that Hollander's com- 
plaint "reads like a parody," and 
disputed Hollander's claim that 
the University should establish 
8 formal men's studies program. 
Columbia's motion argued thai 
Hollander slaked his case "on 
his personal hostility to femi- 
nism," which has been brewing 
for years thanks to what he calls 
"an Edgar Allen Poe horror tale 
of a divorce." 
At the time, Hollander dis- 
missed the notion of parody: 
"Women's studies [programs] 
aid and abet murder," he said. 
"Where do you think all those 
lunatic female syndromes 
come from for excusing mur- 
dering incipient human beings, 
boiling babies, drowning Iheir 
children, and killing their boy- 
friends or husbands?" 
Since then, the papers have 
flown back and forth, with 
memoranda filed on either side 
of the motion to dismiss. 
Papers filed by Hollander in 
opposition lo dismissal indi- 
cate that, following several e- 
mails he wrote asking Columbia 
males lo join a class-action law 
suit to fighl for the men's rights 
RECENTLY REMODELED 
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419-3520717 
GREENBRIAR. INC. 
cause, he was able to recmit 
William Nosal. CC '08. Nosal 
said he intended lo enroll in 
men's studies but was prevented 
from doing so when he realized 
there was no such program. 
Columbia'ssubsequentmem- 
orandum once again argued 
that Ihe University is nol a stale 
actor, that I lollander's content- 
based claims againsl women's 
studies fail to qualify as a First 
Amendment case, and that he 
has not demonstrated sufficient 
standing. 
Columbia further argued 
againsl the Tide IX claim for 
the need to create a men's stud- 
ies program, noting that many 
courses offered are male-cen- 
tric to begin with. "Indeed, even 
the claim that Columbia offers 
no courses wiih 'male sensitive 
views'-let alone that it 'banish- 
es' die male perspective-is sim- 
ply rhetoric," ihe memorandum 
said. "Plaintiffs do nol explain 
how a philosophy course on 
Kant and Nietzsche: an art his- 
tory course on the male nude 
in western art; a history course 
on the American presidency 
since 1945; a classics course 
on Plato: an American Studies 
course on the Supreme Court; 
a music course on Beethoven; 
or an English course on Milton 
(or Shakespeare, or Beckett and 
Nabokov, or Pinter, or O'Neill, 
or Williams and Miller) fails to 
be male sensitive." 
The recommendation 
to dismiss, filed by Kevin 
Nathaniel Fox, the magistrate 
judge, agreed with several of 
Columbia's arguments, citing 
several precedents that point to 
Hollander's—and Nosal's—lack 
of personal injury, since nei- 
ther "allege they enrolled in a 
Women's Studies courscls) at 
Columbia that caused them to 
suffer a direct injury occasioned 
by firsthand exposure to the 
content of the Women's Studies 
course(s), or that they were dis- 
criminated againsl, by being 
denied the opportunity to par- 
ticipate in Columbia's Women's 
Studies program." 
MANAGING YOUR FINANCES 
BROOKE MOTT 
MONEY: Senior Jess Precop rides on the Cash Cab. answering financial questions in hopes 
of winning a University Bookstore gift card. The Cash Cab runs every Tuesday this month and 
is sponsored by the Student Financial Services Money Management. 
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FORUM "I just can't afford to pay $50 a month for birth control." - Jessica Smith, sophomore, on her Nuva Ring birth control [see story pg. 1]. 
"I'd add more parking 
lots." 
RACHELLE BANISTER. 
Freshman. 
Education 
"I would buy myself a 
parking space." 
KRISTA DAVIDSON 
Senior. 
Education 
"Either add more 
parking or resource 
parking lots." 
ALVIN STEPHENS. 
Freshman. 
VCT 
"Build a parking 
garage." 
MANDILININGER. 
Sophomore. 
Business Education 
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PEOPLE ON   Trie STREET   What would you do with the $670,000 the University made off of parking tickets this year? 
I* VISIT US AT BGVIEWS.COM 
Have your own take on 
today's People On The 
Street? Or a suggestion for 
a question? Give us your 
feedback at bgviews.com. 
Tea party protestors 
wiser than you think 
WALKING IS STILL HONEST 
JOEL BERRY 
UMNB1 
Tyranny conies softly Do not be 
so smug its to think Americans an 
somehow of greater intelligence 
and lt» resistant to the pull of t\T- 
anny tlian ixupk'ol |XLSI reginies. 
Man) Americans have the mis- 
taken impression tliat totalitarian 
nilers stonn onto the scene with 
black unifonns, goose-stqiping 
storm troopers, ominous logos 
and hateful speecii. like tlie laith- 
IVLSHI fascist gotvmiiuiil from A 
lotAendetta." This has never bean 
the case. 
Tyranny is seductive in its pulL It 
is led by great orators who seem to 
haw die country's best interests at 
heart. Ilicy Hinder to the portion 
of the population thiit can be con- 
trolled and slouty ctaiKinize their 
opposite, They work behind the 
scenes quietly manipulating public 
opinion. Thev wait until their coun- 
tty alows or even begs them to take 
power. Thejl Kike it. and then it is 
too late. 
Doritwony— I am not going to 
try and compare President ()bama 
to prototypical tyrants like I litter. 
Everyone loves to make that com- 
parison with the president they 
don't like, liberals had a heyday 
unfairly compiling Hash to I filler, 
and I will not fall into that trap here 
What 1 want to do is encourage 
ywt to educate yourself. Make sure 
you really understand what is going 
on, rather than allowing yourself to 
be spoon fed your world view by 
biased teachers or media It is the 
lack of understanding that allows 
tvrannytori.se. 
1 cannot retrain from citing the 
timeless words of Ronald Reagan, 
who said, "freedom is never more 
than one generation away from 
extinction. We didn't pass it to our 
children in the bloodstream. It must 
be fought lor. protected and hand- 
ed on for them to do the same, or 
otx; day we will spend our sunset 
years telling our children and our 
children's children what it was once 
like in the United States where man 
were tree." 
Tyranny thrives on ignorance 
and propaganda, winch both 
seem to be more common on this 
campus titan Natty light drink- 
ing games. In my time here. I haw 
fnuiidinlomiatHin on the founding 
of this country, the meaning of our 
Constitution and the intent of our 
founding fathers sadly kicking in 
our classrooms.   - 
Our early history is presented in 
a skewed, incomplete form, since 
many details of our founding arc 
inconvenient truths to liberal aca- 
demics. In all my general education 
courses here, I have never heard 
a teacher talk about the limits the 
(/institution puts on government 
I have never liearu mentioned the 
faidi and pliikxsophics of its writers. 
I liave yet robe given a sound lesson 
in economics that is not twisted 
by Marxist and socialist Ideology I 
s|X'tit the better part of last year lis- 
tening to my lilmic Studies profes- 
sor try to prove (leorgeU'ashingic in 
was a racist. 
I have found that going to college 
produces smugness in some.'lliesc 
people sit a lew semesters under 
the opiniotiatcd teaching of liiaseii, 
tenured professors and come out 
thinking they understand how the 
world works, dismissing those wtio 
don't think like them as "extremist.' 
' small minded" or "ignorant." 
Instead of getting caught up in 
emotional arguments, study die 
people beak want you to kxik at 
as extremists. Study their ideas and 
compare them to the ideas embod- 
ied in the Constitution Look at our 
history. 
I trust if you take my challenge 
to truly understand how America 
became great, you will he appalled 
IJwhatl'rcsidentObaniaLsdouigto 
our country and our Constitution. 
He may not be a totalitarian dic- 
tator, hut he is opening the door 
to tyranny. His $4 trillion budge) 
spends money your great-grand- 
children havent even made yet He 
is on the verge of taking over dozens 
c if bitnks. I le has already taken over 
CM 
He wines and dines cruel dicta- 
tors like I logo Chavez but won't sit 
down for a usefiil discourse vvitii 
his conservative opposition. He 
demonizes liis opposition by let- 
ting die Department of Homeland 
Security release bulletins to law 
enforcement that brand "anti-abor- 
tionists, veterans, and those who 
oppose a growing government" as 
possibk- "right witigextremists"and 
"terrorists." 
I le is raising taxes after promis- 
ing to cut them, pushing pork proj- 
ects through congress after promis- 
ing to eliminate them and hiring 
lobliyists .iliri promising to banish 
diem. 1 le is setting up every man, 
woman and diild in this country 
for financial slavery and addiction 
10 the bloated government. He lias 
waged a subtle war against capi- 
talism, slowly turning Americans 
against private industry. 
In Obamascyes, the needs of die 
state are more important than the 
principk' America was built upon: 
Individual liberty. It's easy to be 
swayed and coniforted by what lie 
says. I ook instead at what he does. 
Take the time to educate your- 
self atxi you will understand just 
how oppressive tix.' government is 
becoming You will be shocked at 
how far we have strayed from our 
ideals, and you will see that these 
tea party protestors just might be 
smarter and more well-informed 
than your average college professor 
would like to admit 
—Respond m kid at 
thenew&i>1)fpiews.coni 
SPEAK YOUR MIND 
Gol something you want to say about an opinion column or news story? 
Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor: 
■ E-mail us at thenews@bqnews.com. 
■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union 
Information Center. • • 
■ Call us at 419-372-6966. 
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall. 
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this page. 
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Music is so much better with a few double entendres 
1 was raised on music from the 
1960s and 70s, and as far as I am 
concerned, rock and roll reached 
its peak sometime during the 
70s. The music was more melod- 
ic, the lyrics were exponentially 
more inspired and the hand fal- 
lowings were more focused. At 
the risk of sounding like some old 
curmudgeon, music today ain't 
what it used to be. 
I'm not here to complain 
about the lyrical subject content, 
because while much of today's 
popular music is about drugs 
and sex, it still doesn't have any- 
thing on the filthiness of the old- 
ies. Anyone who has listened to 
AC/DC. KISS or Led Zeppelin 
(and the list goes on) knows sex 
and drugs was about the only 
thing on their minds. 
But these bands managed to 
talk about sex and dntgs with at 
least some subtlety. They made 
their subject matter much more 
alluring than just straight out 
saying something along the lines 
of "I want to f*ck you," which 
is the course most bands today 
take. 
America underwent a brief rock 
and roll renaissance during the 
90s where many popular bands 
actually tried to have substantial 
meanings combined with subtle, 
thought-provoking lyrics. Bands 
like Nirvana. Pearl Jam, Stone 
Temple Pilots and Soundgarden, 
among others, played extensively 
about cheap drugs and cheaper 
sex, yet the message was hidden, 
giving some need to listen. 
Now, I would challenge people 
to be confused by any message 
in a song on the top song charts. 
The intellect required to enjoy 
today's music just isn't there, and 
it pains me. 
1 grew up listening to bands 
like the Beatles, limi Hendrix 
and The Doors, so maybe I was 
just spoiled. But it seems like 
when I talk to fellow students 
and friends, everyone else is just 
as fed up with the way modem 
music is going. 
Maybe the music of yester- 
day was simply a product of its 
environment, and because of the 
social atmosphere at the time, 
they had to be more discreet 
about drugs and sex in music 
aimed towards young people. 
Today, the people running things 
lived during the times of the 
Beatles, CCR and Zeppelin, so 
now bands don't have to hide 
their motives because "the man'1 
today was the fun-loving hippie 
yesterday. 
Maybe since a vast amount of 
music history has been a sta- 
ple of youth culture for the past 
50 years, there is such a build 
up in the collective mind that 
music during the '60s and 70s 
was so epic and mind-blowing 
that there is no need to try and 
compete witii it now. It is a fairly 
daunting task for someone to try 
and climb the mountain a band 
like the Beatles built. Huge feat 
or not, it is not an excuse for the 
kick of inspirational music from 
bands today. 
I have a feeling that what it 
truly boils down to is that with 
the null/.ii  of MySpace.com 
as a band promotion Web site 
more than anything else, every- 
one now has a band and tells 
everyone to check them Out on 
MySpace. Seeing as not everyone 
was meant to be a rock star, most 
of the music automatically gets 
clumped into a big steaming pile 
of mediocrity, but we settle for 
it anyway because it is what's 
available. 
1 know that there is plenty of 
good, thought-provoking music 
out there, and 1 am always look- 
ing for more good bands to listen 
to. The problem with listening to 
the oldies is many of the people 
are dead or retired and there is no 
fresh music from them. 
forty to 50 years ago, the most 
popular music in America was 
absolutely ground-breaking and 
revolutionary, yet today it is just 
tepid, old news. I'm not com- 
plaining that no one has truly 
changed music since the mid- 
1960's; in fact I love modem 
music that pays homage to the 
oldies. I just hate that pop music 
is so shallow and almost proud to 
be anti-intellectual. 
lorry years ago, Bob Dylan 
sang, "The times, they are a- 
changing." Since then noth- 
ing has happened. It's time for 
another change. 
— Respond lo Josh at 
thenews@bgnews.com. 
MTV's 'College Life' not an accurate 
depiction of college students' life 
By Dave H«ll«r 
The Daily Cardinal 
last week, MTV dropped its much- 
anticipated bombshell with the pre- 
miere of "College life," filmed ill the 
University of Wisconsin-Madison. 
Without going into too much detail, 
we saw an edited and chrono- 
logically inaccurate companion 
of partying relationship trouble 
and problems assimilating to the 
local culture, all through the sto- 
ries of four freshmen. The general 
student consensus afterward was a 
resounding two thumbs down 
The complaints range anywhere 
from "boring" and "nauseating" to 
"inaccurate." Some of these com- 
ments are subjective, but to call the 
show inaccurate might not be com- 
pleldy fair, considering it'sabout the 
life of a first-semester freshman. 
What is apparent through the 
funky time lapses, which not-so- 
seamlessly jump from the first days 
of college in August to the mid- 
October Ohio State football game, 
is that the show's editors are con- 
centrating the social lives of the fea- 
tured four to maximize their enter- 
tainment value. In tliat sense, the 
shew is inaccurate. 
I luwever, looking at the events 
existentially, what actually tran- 
spires accurately represents the life 
of a first-semester freshman better 
than anyone would like to admit, 
especially the administration In 
fact, the show might even do the 
university a favor in its selection 
process, considering there are more 
replicas of the slacker Kevin Irving 
in freshman dorms, while an absti- 
nent and alcohol-free Andrea is not 
nearly as common. 
While the finished product is 
remarkably superficial and trashy, 
it's a show on MTV's late-night line- 
up so nobody should be particu- 
larly surprised. But for those crying 
about the misrepresentation of the 
student body, consider the reality 
these are first-semester freshmen 
whose social lives throughout one 
semester are concentrated into a 
few short segments. The adminis- 
tration would never point to first- 
semester freshmen as accurate rep- 
resentatives of the school anyway, 
so losing sleep over the dramatic 
exploits of some college rookies is 
not worth the time or energy. 
lor the administration and oth- 
ers who are concerned with the 
university's image, take a reality 
check. While its not explicitly stated 
as maybe it should be. the show isn't 
about college. It's about the issues 
surrounding the first semester of 
living under limited supervision on 
a college campus in the state tliat 
drinks more than any other. The 
culture is not particularly admira- 
ble, but it is what it is. 
And yet for all those who are 
adamantly opposed to the show, it 
will lie interesting to see who will 
continue to watch, if for nothing 
else than to have fodder for con- 
versation the rest of the week. Mind 
you, MTV doesn't care if you liate 
the show as long as you're watch- 
ing it 
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BAILOUT MELTDOWN: Treasury Secretary Timothy Geithner testifies on Capitol Hill in 
Washington before the Congressional Oversight Panel ol the Troubled Asset Relief Program 
Financial system weak 
Bill will allow for increased 
volunteering opportunities 
By Jim Kuhnhenn 
The Associated Press 
WASHINGTON — Treasury 
Secretary Timothy Geithner 
acknowledged continued weak- 
nesses in the financial system yes- 
terday, citing declines in consum- 
er lending and higher costs for 
credit despite billions of dollars of 
government money for financial 
institutions. 
At the same time, the 
International Monetary Fund 
predicted U.S. financial institu- 
tions could ultimately lose $2.7 
billion from the global credit crisis 
and said U.S. banks may need 
$275 billion in new capital. 
Geithner told members of a 
congressional oversight panel 
that despite the ongoing crisis, 
the government's financial rescue 
policies were showing signs of 
progress, including increases in 
the number of refinanced mort- 
gages and signs that credit condi- 
tions have improved. 
"We need a financial system that 
is not deepening or lengthening 
the recession," he said. "Meeting 
this obligation requires actions by 
the government; it requires the 
government to take risks." 
The stock markets appeared to 
take a positive view of Geithncr's 
testimony, including his assess- 
ment that "the vast majority" of 
banks could be considered well- 
capitalized. Bank stocks slid on 
Monday, but bounced back after 
Geithncr's comments. 
His testimony came in the 
wake of a watchdog agency report 
that warned Olxuna administra- 
tion initiatives could increasingly 
expose taxpayers to losses and 
make the government more vul- 
nerable to fraud. 
Neil Barofsky, a special inspec- 
tor general assigned lo the bailout 
program, concluded in a 250- 
page quarterly report to Congress 
that a private-public partnership 
designed to buy up bad assets is 
tilted in favor of private investors 
and creates "potential unfairness 
to the taxpayer." 
Geithner said the new plan is 
"better than the alternatives" by 
letting taxpayers share the risk 
with the private sector while at the 
same time letting private indus- 
try use competition to set market 
prices for the assets. 
"That is a better model than 
having the government itself 
come In and independently try 
to value these things," Geithner 
said. 
By Ann Sanner 
The Associated Press 
WASHINGTON — People who 
want to give back to their com- 
munities through service will 
get more opportunities to do so 
under a bill signed yesterday by 
President liarack Obama. 
The $5.7 billion bill triples 
the size of the AmeriCorps 
service program over the next 
eight years, and expands ways 
for students and seniors to earn 
money for college through their 
volunteer work. It aims to fos- 
ter and fulfill people's desire to 
make a difference, such as by 
mentoring children, cleaning 
up parks or building and wcath- 
erizing homes for the poor. 
Bolstering voluntary public 
service programs has been a 
priority of Ohama, who credits 
his work as a community orga- 
nizer in his early 20s for giving 
him direction in life. 
The White House said the 
president "will call on people- 
across the country to serve their 
communities and work togeth- 
er to tackle the nation's tough 
challenges." 
Obama is set to visit the SEED 
School of Washington, a pub- 
lic boarding school that serves 
inner-city students facing prob- 
lems in both the classroom and 
at home, for the signing cer- 
emony. Afterward, he and first 
lady Michelle Ohama will par- 
ticipate in a service project. 
Obama also nominated Nike 
Inc. vice president Maria Eitel 
to lead the federal agency that 
oversees the country's national 
service programs yesterday. 
Eitel, who's also president of 
the Nike Foundation, would 
have to be confirmed by the 
Senate to become CEO of the 
Corporation for National and 
Community Service. 
Congress passed the bill last 
month with largely bipartisan 
support and Ohama is seeking 
$1.1 billion to fund it next year. 
Some Republicans complain it 
is too costly and is an unneces- 
sary intrusion by government 
into something Americans 
already do eagerly and in great 
numbers — helping their neigh- 
bors and communities. 
The legislation provides for 
gradually increasing the size 
of Clinton-era AmeriCorps 
to 250,000 enrollees from its 
current 75,000. It outlines five 
broad categories where people 
can direct their service: help- 
ing the poor, improving educa- 
tion, encouraging energy effi- 
ciency, strengthening access 
ID health tare and assisting 
veterans. 
AmeriCorps offers a range of 
volunteer opportunities includ- 
inghousing construction, youth 
outreach, disaster response 
and caring for the elderly. Most 
receive an annual stipend of 
slightly less than $12,000 for 
working 10 months to a year. 
AmeriCorps has seen a recent 
surge in applications, according 
to the Corporation for National 
and Community Service, which 
oversees the program. 
In March, the organiza- 
tion received 17,038 online 
AmeriCorps applications, 
nearly double those received in 
the previous month and nearly 
triple the 6,770 received last 
March. 
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Obama discusses interrogations, says US lost "moral bearings" 
By Jennifer Loven 
The Associated Press 
WASHINGTON — President 
Barack Obama said yesterday 
the United States lost "our moral 
bearings" with gruesome terror- 
suspect interrogations and left 
the door open to prosecuting 
Bush administration officials 
who vouched for their legality. 
At the same time, Obama said 
the question of whether to bring 
charges "is going to be more 
of a decision for the attorney 
general within the parameters 
of various laws and I don't want 
to prejudge that." The president 
discussed the continuing issue 
of terrorism-era interrogation 
tactics with reporters as he fin- 
ished an Oval Office meeting 
with visiting King Abdullah of 
Jordan. 
Obama had saidearlier that he 
didn't want to see prosecutions 
of CIA agents and interrogators 
who took part in waterboarding 
and other harsh interrogation 
tactics, so long as they acted 
GERAIO HERBERT I APPMC'C 
TORTURE MEMOS: President Barack 
Obama speaks in the Eisenhower Executive 
Office Building on the White House campus 
in Washington. 
within parameters spelled out 
by government superiors who 
held that such practices were 
legal at the time. 
But the administration's 
stance on Bush administration 
lawyers who actually wrote the 
memos approving these tactics 
has been less clear. "There are a 
host of very complicated issues 
involved," Obama said. 
The president took a question 
on this volatile subject for the 
first time since he ordered the 
release last week of top-secret 
Hush-era memos that gave the 
government's first full account- 
ing of the CIA'S use of simu- 
lated drowningand other harsh 
methods while questioning ter- 
ror suspects. 
Obama banned all such tech- 
niques days after taking office. 
But members of Congress have 
continued to seek the release 
of information about the early 
stages of the U.S. response to t he 
Sept. II, 2001, terror under for- 
mer President George \V. Bush. 
Lawsuits have been brought, 
seeking the same information. 
Obama said yesterday that he 
is worried about the impact that 
high-intensity, politicized hear- 
ings in Congress could have on 
the  government's  efforts   to 
cope with terrorism, but that he 
could support such an inquiry 
if it were done on a bipartisan 
basis. 
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BASKETBALL 
Orlando's Dwight 
Howard named 
2008-09 NBA 
Defensive Player of 
the Year 
l'ie NBA announced yes- 
terday that Orlando Magic 
center Dwight Howard had 
been named the Defensive 
Player of the Year. Howard led 
the Magic to 59 wins this sea- 
son and a No. 3 seed in the 
Eastern Conference playoffs. 
Howard also led the league 
in blocked shots this season. 
Lebron James and D'wayne 
Wade finished second and 
third, respectively. 
ONLINE 
The BG News 
Sports Blog 
Be sure to log on to The 
BG News Sports Blog for 
continued coverage of 
your favorite Falcon sports 
teams. Visit the blog today 
for continued coverage 
of the upcoming spring 
football game. The game 
is set to kickoff at 2:30 p.m. 
on Saturday, and well have 
updates all week long. 
www.bgnewssports.com 
Today in 
Sports History 
1954-NBA adopts 24- 
second shot clock and six 
team-foul rules. 
1915-NY Yankees don 
pinstripes and hat-in-the-ring 
logo for the first time. 
1914—Babe Ruth's first pro- 
fessional game (as a pitcher) 
is a 6-hit 6-0 win. 
The List 
The Detroit Lions changed 
their uniforms ever so slightly 
yesterday, adding a few white 
lines to the Lion logo to make 
it look more intimidating. 
Today we're looking at the 
top five uniform changes of 
all time. 
1. Broncos: The old 
uniforms were great, but you 
can't argue with success. In 
their first two seasons with 
their new threads. Denver 
won two Super Bowls. t 
2. Buccaneers: They 
went from sherbert colored 
uniforms to ones that actually 
look presentable Between the 
new uniforms and the Lions, 
few remember their winless 
season. 
3. Titans: They had an 
extreme makeover when 
they went from the Oilers 
to the Titans. An AFC 
Championship followed. 
4. Chargers: A change 
back to the white helmets and 
powder blues make them the 
best dressed in the league 
5. Patriots: They're uni- 
forms have evolved a lot over 
the years. The most recent 
change is the best. Super 
Bowls since the change; three 
0 
Kevin 
Leady 
PITCHER'S HEALTH 
PART ONE OF TWO | TOMMY JOHN SURGERY 
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THE SURGERY: Tommy John Surge"/, known medkally M ulrwr collateral ligament recon- 
struction, is a procedure commonly performed on collegiate 01 professional athletes, especially 
baseball pitchers The procedure tncludes removing the ebow ligament and leplacing il with a 
tendon from another area of the body, most commonly the forearm or knee of the patient. The 
recovery takes roughly a yeai for pitchers. Longer seasons and thiowtng breaking pitches, like 
the curvebal! are two factors that contribute to this suigery. especially m younger players. Falcon 
players Kevin Leady. Brandon McFarland. Patrick Martin and Tyler Flkins have all had the surgery 
over the past two years. 
With four players undergoing 
Tommy John Surgery in the 
past two seasons, the Falcon 
baseball team can see 
". HP :'::r -' ■■"■ 
Elkins 
IH ^^^^^B 
By Scan Shapiro 
Rtpoiw 
Brandon McFarland has swung a bat 
his whole life. 
In fact over the last three seasons at 
Bowling Green the senior has driven 
in 41 runs and hit .290 during his col- 
legiate career. 
All this considered, McFarland never 
expected a single swing to be the end of 
his 2(10') season. 
"I've always had elbow pain, because I 
was a pitcher in high school," Mcl'ariand 
said."lwashittingoffthetet',andit just 
went." 
During the swing, Mcl'ariand tore his 
lllnar Collateral Ligament (UCL), an 
injury that has also affected three of his 
Falcon teammates. 
In addition to McFarland, fellow 
senior Kevin 1c acl\ is undergoing the 
same process while teammates Patrick 
Martin and Tyler Flkins missed the 
2008 season with the same injury. 
More commonly known as Tommy 
lohn surgery, damage to the IJCI. used 
to be a career ending injury to athletes. 
|ohn, a former pitcher for several Major 
league Baseba1! teams, was the first 
player to successfully to return from an 
UC1. injury 18 months after his surgery 
in 1974. 
It's a surgery that has become quite 
common in baseball players, especially 
pitchers, and requires the ligament to 
be replaced by a tendon from another 
part of the body, usually a hamstring 
or forearm. 
"You're taking the ligament that is 
there and putting a tendon in its place," 
said Dr. Tim Kremcheck, the surgeon 
who performed both McFarland's and 
Leady's surgeries. "Over an extended 
period of time, the tendon will become 
a ligament." 
It's an injury that is usually attrib- 
uted to the high repetition of a pitcher's 
throwing motion and has become more 
common in younger players because of 
a lack of rest between pitching days. 
"It's typically a throwing injury due to 
fatigue the elbow becomes strained and 
then one event causes it to tear," said 
Kremcheck. 
While it was swinging a bat for 
McFarland, Leady's and Martin's elbow 
were pushed to the edge simply by 
throwing in the bullpen. 
"One day I threw 13 pitches, and I felt 
my arm tightening in the back of my 
elbow," Leady said. 
After his arm continued to tighten 
up, I each went to Dr. Kremcheck and 
found out he would have to miss his 
senior season. 
Unlike In the early days of the surgery, 
athletes can now return to the field in 
anywhere from six to 12 months time 
See SURGERY | Page 7 
Oakmont thrilled to see 
Cabrera in the green jacket 
By Doug Ferguson 
The Associated Press 
If great golf courses are defined 
In iis major champions, then it's 
easj to understand whj the mem- 
bership at Oakmont Countrj 
Club was so thrilled to sec tagel 
Cabrera in a green jacket 
No cither championship course 
in Amcrica.can boast such a long 
and distinguished list of major 
champions. 
Gene Sarazen. Sam Snead. lien 
Ilogan. lack Nicklaus. Johnnv 
Miller. Ernie Els. 
Not many people knew much 
about Cabrera when he won 
the U.S. Open at Oakmont two 
years ago by one shot over Tiger 
Wui ids and lira Furyk. He was Dig, 
burly and his harclscrabble life 
was as much Pittsburgh as it was 
Argentina. 
Oakmont has hosted II men's 
professional majors, and only two 
of its champions—local pro Sam 
Parks )r. at the 1935 U.S. Open 
and lohn Mahaffey at the 1978 
I'CA Championship — never won 
another Grand Slam event. 
Thanks IO Cabrera's victory al 
the Masters, the one-hit wonders 
will stay at two. 
"I think it's very important," 
said Bob lord, the longtime head 
pro at Oakmont. "It validates this 
as a course that produces great 
champions. Great names win 
here. We were hoping for Woods 
to win, and when Angel won, it 
was like, 'Who is this guy?' 
I   "Now, he's a Masters champi- 
Oakmont has some competi- 
tion as the greatest roll call of 
major champions. 
Augusta Nat ional doesn't count 
for obvious reasons — it's the 
only course that holds a major 
every year. 
Ditto for Si. Andrews, (lie home 
of golf, where the British Open 
lias been played 27 times. That 
might be the greatest place to win 
any major, for even Nicklaus, a 
six-time Masters champion, once 
said. "I was always told that to 
lie a good golfer is one thing, but 
to be a great golfer is to win at St. 
Andrews." The British Open has 
used only 1-1 links courses for its 
137 championships. 
As for American courses 
used for the U.S. Open and PGA 
Championship? 
Pebble Beach can surely state its 
case with Nicklaus, Tom Watson, 
Tom Kite and Woods winning the 
U.S. Open, and Lanny Wadkins 
winning the PGA Championship. 
Ml of them are, or will be, in the 
Hall of Fame. 
Oakland Hills has hosted nine 
majors, and while its list includes 
two players with the career Grand 
Slam (Hogan, Gary Player) and 
lour oilier multiple major cham- 
pions (Padraig I larrington, Ralph 
(iiildahl, David Graham and 
Andy North), it also features Steve 
(ones and Cyril Walker. The nine 
winners at "The Monster" have 
See CABRERA I Page 7 
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END OF THE LINE: Die BG rugby learns undeafeled regular season culmmialed with a 50-12 loss al the hands ol San Diego Stale. 
BG out of championships, loses 50-12 
By Christopher Rambo 
Reporter 
All good things, no matter how 
prolonged, must eventually 
meet their end After nearly 
eight months, that time finally 
arrived this past weekend for 
the rugby team's undefeated 
record. After slicing through 
the regular season with no 
losses and a tie, the Falcons 
finally met their match in the 
form of a powerful San Diego 
St. squad, which used superior 
athleticism to overwhelm the 
Midwest Champions 50-12 in 
the first round of the National 
Collegiate Championships 
Friday in Palo Alto California. 
"It certainly was not our 
best game to be sure," coach 
limy Mazzarella said. "They 
[San Djf'go St.) were obviously 
very, very talented. All of their 
guards and forwards were 
very fast and mobile. Quite 
honestly, even on our best 
day they probably would have 
beaten us." 
The Falcons did hang lough 
against the Aztecs early, tying 
the match 5-5 on a try from 
Mark Viviani early in the first 
half. The two teams would 
remain deadlocked through- 
out the majority of the hall 
before the overall talent of the 
Aztecs, converged with fatigue 
on the part of BG to account 
for a flurry of six San Diego 
St. tries and five conversions, 
a run which began late in the 
first half and spilled over into 
the second. By the time the 
dust had settled, the Falcons 
found themselves trailing 45- 
5, with the clear sense that this 
was not to be their day. The 
Pakon defense would proceed 
to settle down, only allowing 
five points the remainder ol 
the contest, but scaling the -10- 
poinl deficit would prove too 
cl.nulling a task. A all yard try 
by ROCCO Mauer and a conver- 
sion from Mitch Alhers was all 
BG could muster. 
The weekend was noi ovei 
yet for the Falcons however. 
Though the San Diego St. loss 
eliminated them from the 
tournament, they returned to 
i he field the next daytotakeon 
Utah for seeding purposes In 
next year's event. Things sum 
ed off much better this time 
around for the Falcons who, 
behind tries from lason (Ireen 
See RUGBY | Page 7 
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SURGERY 
From Paqe 6 
depending on the player's posi- 
tion. 
After surgery, the elbow is 
slowly adjusted until the athlete 
can straighten their arm. Once 
this is accomplished, athletes 
move on to a position specific 
training regiment. 
I.eady has just started his 
throwing program, which 
includes playing catch three 
times a week. While McFarland 
is about five weeks into his hit- 
ting program, and three months 
into his own throwing program. 
According to Mclarland, the 
recovery process has been easier 
having Klkins and Martin help- 
ing him through an injury they 
overcame. 
Martin remembers the recov- 
ery being even more difficult 
since he was prohibited from 
doing something he had been 
doing all along, playing baseball. 
"You want to be back doing 
thingsyouwercdoingyourwhole 
life," Martin said. "Sometimes 
you get discouraged. Even sleep- 
ing in the brace is very difficult." 
Despite the difficult recovery, 
Martin and Elkins have had suc- 
cessful 2009 seasons, both hit- 
ting well over .300 and combin- 
ing to drive in 29 runs. 
While the two players have 
successfully recovered from 
the surgery, the number of ath- 
letes to injure the UCI. has been 
frustrating for coach Danny 
Schmitz. 
"It's frustrating because we 
treat our kids well here," Schmitz 
said. "We've always put a strong 
emphasis on pitch counts and 
protecting our pitchers' arms." 
According to Schmitz, his 
teams have always been near 
the bottom of the Mid-American 
Conference in pitches thrown 
by starters, something he has 
prided himself on in his 19 years 
as coach. 
Luckily for Schmitz, he will 
have both Ix'adyand McFarland 
back for the 2010 season since 
both will receive medical red 
shirts after undergoing the sur- 
gery. 
Torre, Dodgers having fun, winning 
By Tim Dahlhcrg 
The Associated Press 
If loe Torre hadn't been low- 
balled by the Yankees, he might 
have spent the weekend watch- 
ing up close as balls flew out 
of the new Yankee Stadium 
seemingly every time someone 
swung a bat. Instead, he was at 
Dodger Stadium watching them 
sail out of what is normally a 
pitcher's paradise. 
In perhaps the most unusual 
twist of events since Torre went 
all Hollywood, it's his Dodgers 
who have been hitting them. 
Two by Manny Ramirez on 
Saturday, along with a pair by 
Andre Ethier. T\vo more by Matt 
Kemp on Sunday, one of them a 
grand slam. 
Th irteen games into the young 
season the Dodgers have scored 
more runs than anyone in the 
National League. Their pitching 
staff, meanwhile, has let up the 
least. 
Let loeGirardi put up with the 
suffocating pressure of manag- 
ing the New York Yankees. Torre 
is doing just fine on the West 
Coast, where the surf is always 
up and the writers don't sharpen 
their claws on the clubhouse 
door. 
No, he's not driving a convert- 
ible and drinking wheat grass, as 
one of his commercials suggests. 
He doesn't go wakeboarding. 
But he does crack an occa- 
sional smile in the dugout. And 
he appears to be having fun 
with his players, something that 
seemed impossible in later years 
in New York. 
Winning by big margins, of 
course, helps. 
"I felt pretty good about this 
club leaving spring training. 1 
just felt we were going to score 
runs," Torre said Sunday after 
the Dodgers finished off an 
undefeated homestand with a 
14-2 thrashing of the Colorado 
Rockies. "But to get off to this 
kind of start is pretty good." 
Yeah, not bad at all. The best 
part, though, may be what Torre 
is missing in New York. 
c iii.mli is in that hot seat now. 
the wolves eyeing him warily 
and his tenure as manager at 
risk if the Yankees fall short of 
anything but winning the World 
Series. Girardi is the one who 
has to explain now why a team 
with a $200 million payroll was 
embarrassed on opening day, 
then humiliated a few days later 
when the Cleveland Indians 
scored 14 runs in one inning. 
Torre spent a dozen years 
of his life doing that, though 
it was easy at first because the 
Yankees won four Worid Series 
titles in his first five years there. 
It became more difficult when 
his team collapsed and lost four 
straight to the Red Sox in 2004, 
and even winning two more 
division titles wasn't enough to 
keep the Sleinbrenners from 
insulting him with an offer he 
could refuse. 
He wanted one last chance 
to find out whether managing 
could be fun again and he came 
west to find out that maybe it 
could. The addition of Ramirez 
helped make it that way, cata- 
pulting the Dodgers to a strong 
finish last season and a surpris- 
ing sweep of the Cubs in the first 
round of the playoffs. 
But this year's team isn't all 
about Manny. The Dodgers have 
a loaded lineup from Rafael 
Furcal at the top to Casey Blake 
at the bottom, and they dis- 
played it on the homestand that 
ended Sunday to fans not accus- 
tomed to seeing such things at 
pitcher-friendly Chavez Ravine. 
In six games they had 77 hits 
and scored SO runs. There were 11 
home runs and M walks, and the 
team batted a collective .367. 
They looked a lot like the guys 
in pinstripes used to look like. And 
why not? Torre, after all, wrote the 
book on them. 
There will be no book on these 
Dodgers, because Torre's con- 
tract forbids it. But, assuming the 
pitching staff that isn't as good 
as it has looked so far this sea- 
son doesn't totally collapse and 
Manny remains ■ happy, there 
could be another chapter written 
in his managerial history. 
Unfortunately, it could be the 
final chapter. 
Torre turns 69 in July and is 
the oldest manager in the majors. 
He told the Los Angeles Times 
recently that should the Dodgers 
win the World Series this year he 
would consider stepping down, 
even with a year still left on his 
contract. 
If so, it will be a quick trip to the 
Hall of Fame. Winning five titles 
gets anyone there, even if Torre 
enjoyed the benefit of the $200 
million payrolls along the way. 
CABRERA 
From Page 6 
combined to capture 30 majors. 
Haltusrol can claim two U.S. 
Open titles by Nicklaus and a 
I'GA Championship victory by 
Phil Mickelson. But its list also 
includes one-time major win- 
ners Ed Furgol, leronie iravers 
and Tony Manero. 
And while the media com- 
plains too much about the heat, 
Southern Hills in Tulsa, Okla., 
ranks among the best. Its seven 
major champions include the 
dominant players of the last 
two decades — Woods and 
Nick Price — along with Mall 
of Earners Raymond Floyd, 
Hubert Green and Tommy Bolt. 
The others were multiple major 
winners Retief Goosen and 
I lave Stockton. 
Goosen, like Cabrera, was 
somewhat of an unknown until 
he won another U.S. Open three 
years later at Shinnecock Hills. 
"Validation, like Bob said, is 
exactly correct." Southern 
Hills head pro Dave Bryan said 
Tuesday. "Goosen validated his 
championship here, especially 
winning at Shinnecock." 
Winged Foot serves up Bnbln 
[ones, Billy Casper, Hale Irwin 
and Fuzzy Zoeller among mul- 
tiple major champions, along 
with one-time winners (for 
now) Davis Love III and Geoff 
Ogllvy. 
Oak Hill has hosted only five 
majors and had a Hall of Fame 
list going — Gary Middlecoff, 
Nicklaus, LeeTrevinoandCurt is 
Strange — until it crowned 
Shatin Micheel at the 2003 PGA 
Championship. It remains the 
only victory in Micheel's career. 
Does it matter who wins a 
major? 
"I'd hate to say that," Bryan 
said, pausing for a moment. 
"But I think it does. It's impor- 
tant." 
That would be bad news 
for The Olympic Club in San 
Francisco, known as a grave- 
yard for champions. It's U.S. 
Open champions were lack 
Fleck, Casper, Scott Simpson 
and lanzen. The runner-ups 
those years were I logan, Arnold 
Palmer, Watson and Payne 
Stewart. 
Oakmont, however, has an 
incomparable record of major 
champions. Its 11 winners nave 
combined to win 56 majors, and 
seven of them are in the World 
Golf Hall of Fame. 
Hut it didn't need Cabrera 
to win the Masters to embrace 
him. 
I ord tells the story of two 
Oakmont members headed 
to Argentina in March. He e- 
mailed Manuel lagle, the agent 
for Cabrera, looking for sug- 
gestions, lagle set them up at 
Olivos Golf Club, then contact- 
ed Buenos Aires Golf Club. But 
when Buenos Aires planned to 
charge triple the rate. Cabrera 
took over. 
"He said, Win don't you call 
them and tell them to come to 
(lordoba instead, and I will play 
them,"' Tagle said. "So they did. 
We had a great time with them." 
A month later, Cabrera paid 
them back in his own way He 
gave Oakmont another multiple 
major champion. 
Cabrera plans to return this 
summer to Oakmont to take 
part In a recent tradition of 
awarding national champions 
an honorary membership to the 
club, lord said Cabrera will be 
presented a jacket worn only by 
members. 
Most appropriately. 
Oakmont's jacket is green. 
RUGBY 
From Page 6 
and Ben Marshall, grabbed a 17- 
5 lead, heading into halftime. 
However, the wear and tear of 
a long season began to finally 
take its toll in the second half, 
as a slew of injuries forced se\ 
eral key Falcons from the game. 
Mark Viviani and Tony Brown 
each suffered concussions. 
Colin Murphy needed seven 
stitches to repair a gash. Nick 
Brandcnstein-whose brother 
Dan left the first game with 
an injury- was hobbled with a 
strained knee. 
With the BG sideline begin 
ning to resemble a M.A.S.H 
unit, and those remaining 
on the field slackened by the 
80-degree heat, the Utes took 
control with four tries and two 
conversions to move in front 29- 
17, which wotdd turn out to be 
the final margin. 
"We just ran out of gas in 
the second game," Mazzartila 
said. "Over the course of a long 
season guys are going to get 
banged up, and it just finally 
caught up to us in the second 
half." 
The weather. however 
beautiful it may have been, 
certainly did the Falcons no 
favors either. After enduring 
the often-schizophrenic con- 
ditions in Ohio. BG played 
back-to-back games in 80-plus 
degree weather for the first 
time all year. 
"It [the weather] didn't real- 
ly affect us much in the first 
game," Mazzarella said. "But 
against Utah it really showed, 
especially in the second half." 
Despite the disappointing 
finish, the Falcons have noth- 
ing to hang their heads about 
however. An undefeated regu- 
lar season and a conference 
title are accomplishments thai 
are by no means meager. With a 
bunch of young returning start- 
ers, plus the expected return of 
Nick Viviani, Mazzarella feels 
that   this  experience  could 
serve as a useful building block 
for his squad. 
"We have about r> or (i guys 
that did not start the year on 
Aside that got valuable experi 
ence with us in the spring and 
should be key contributors next 
year. After getting this expe- 
rience under their belts they 
should be fully aware of what 
to expect at this level when we 
start training in the summer.' 
£& Shamrock Village <of£ ] 
Starting al $425/montti 
Summer, semester, or year leases 
Laundry facilities 
Free High Speed Wireless ■ 
Stove, (ridge, microwave. 25' TV 
Includes cable, gas, electric, water 
Outdoor pool use 
Fully furnished 
On for BGSU faculty 
Stove, fridge, dishwasher, disposal 
Jacuzzi tub in some units 
Den/Office in some units 
Fireplace, Central air, Lawn Care 
BRING  IN THIS AD AND $AVE! 
$99." Deposit/Person 
RENT SPECIAL 
3 islrtsms from S885'"—"• 
2 Re (rooms from $735" mmm 
PLUS RECEIVE 
FREE INTERNET ACCESS 
GREENBRIAR, INC.   i    [419)352-0717 
Referral Award Bonuses!!! • Request Maintenance On-Line! • High Speed Internet Included! • Pay Rent On-Line! • Friendly Staff! 
WINTHROP & 
SUMMIT TERRACE 
Kitchen Cabinets w/built       
in Dishwasher, and microwaves   """ 
STOP BY AND SEE US 
Office: 400 E. Napoleon Rd. 
Hours: Monday thru Friday 8:30a.m.-5:30 p.m. 
419-352-9135 
winthrop@gerdenich.com 
NO   APPOINTMENTS   NECESSARY!!! 
2 Pools!!! • Private Shuttle to & from Campus! • Furnished or Unfurnished Units Available • All & All, lust a Really Nice Place to Live!!! • 
Start at $560 
per month 
Newlove Rentals 
332 S. Main (our only office) 
419-352-5620 
www.newloverentals.com 
• Two Bedroom Apartments 
• Close to Downtown 
• Historical District 
•Quiet Living 
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Medical student 
charged with 
murder, robbery 
By Melissa Trujillo 
The A.SJC ated Press 
BOSTON Prosecutors said 
yesterdaj ihey found .1 semiau- 
tomatic weapon at the home of 
a Boston medical student who 
has been ordered held without 
bail on charges he shot to death 
a masseuse he had lured to a 
hotel through Craigslist. 
Philip Markoff said noth- 
ing during the brief hearing in 
Boston Municipal Court. 
Authorities said they followed 
a computer trail to Markoff. link- 
ing an account used to set up 
appointments on Craigslist with 
two women who were attacked 
to his address in Quincy. 
They say a search of his home 
found the gun. ammunition 
and materials exactly match- 
ing those used in an attack on 
another masseuse in a Boston 
hotel. 
Markoff is charged with 
murder in the death of lulissa 
Brisman of New York City and 
kidnapping and armed robbery 
in the other assault 
The second-year Boston 
University medical student 
lives with his fiance, who claims 
police have the wrong man. 
"He could not hurt a fly," 
Megan McAllister said in an e- 
mall to ABC's "Good Morning 
America. "All I have to say is 
I'hilip is a beautiful person, 
inside and out." site said in the 
e-mail read In yesterday's pro- 
gram. 
Markoffs attorney, lohn 
Salsberg. did not immediately 
comment. 
Authorities have said there 
could be more victims. 
"Our top priority is holding 
I'hilip Markoff accountable. 
He's a predator.'' Suffolk District 
Attorney Daniel Conley said 
Monday night in announcing 
Markoffs arrest earlier in the 
day during a traffic slop south 
of Boston. 
An e-mail message sent to 
Surviving pirate faces charges in the US 
MARKGARFINKEl I « 
NABBED: Boston University medical 
student Philip Markoff stands during his 
arraignment in Boston Municipal Court. 
McAllislervia her lacebook page 
was not immediately returned 
yesterday. The McAllister fam- 
ily did not rescind to knocks 
of the door of their Little Silver. 
N.I. home yesterday. Shortly 
after, a police officer emerged 
from home and said the fam- 
ily did not wish to speak with 
reporters, and asked the media 
respect their privacy. 
Michael Bernard, who lives 
in Markoffs building in Quincy. 
was shocked to recognize his 
neighbor on television reports 
of the killing. 
"He was smart, he carried 
himself well, he was clean, a 
good lookingguy," said Bernard, 
a retired electric company 
worker, "lie seemed like the 
type that would have it all. It 
doesn't make sense." 
Authorilies believe Markoff 
also may be connected to the 
attempted robbery Thursday in 
Warwick, R.I.. of a stripper who 
had posted an ad on Craigslist. 
She was belli at gunpoint before 
her husband entered the room 
and her attacker tied. 
A Boston University spokes- 
woman said Markoff was sus- 
pended from the medical school 
after his arrest. 
By Virginia Byrn. 
The Associated Press 
NEW YORK — A Somali teenager 
arrived to face what are believed 
to be the first piracy charges in 
the United States in more than a 
century, smiling but saying noth- 
ing as he was led into a federal 
building under heavy guard. 
Abdiwali Abdiqadir Muse, 
the sole surviving Somali pirate 
from the hostage-taking of an 
American ship captain, was to 
appear in a courtroom yester- 
day on what were expected to 
be piracy and hostage-taking 
charges. 
Handcuffed with a chain 
wTapped around his waist and 
about a dozen federal agents 
surrounding him. the slight teen 
seemed poised as he passed 
through the glare of dozens of 
news cameras in a drenching 
rainstorm. His left hand was 
heavily bandaged from the 
wound he suffered during the 
skirmish on the cargo ship, the 
Maersk Alalwma. 
A law enforcement offi- 
cial familiar with the case said 
IOUISIANZANO i AP PHOTO 
PIRATE: Police and f-BI agents escort the Somali pirate suspect US. officials identified as 
Abdiwali Abdiqadir Muse into F8I headquarters in New York. 
Muse Imoo-SAY') was being 
charged under two obscure fed- 
eral laws that deal with piracy 
and hostage-taking. The official 
spoke on condition ol anonym 
ity because the charges had not 
been announced. 
The teenager was flown from 
Africa to a New York airport on 
the same day that his mother 
appealed to President Barack 
Obama for his release. She said 
ha son was coaxed into piracy 
by "gangsters with money." 
"I appeal to I'resident Obama 
to pardon my teenager; I request 
him to release my son or at least 
allow me to see him and be 
with him during the trial," Adar 
Ahdirahman Hassan said in a 
telephone interview with The 
Associated Press from her home 
in Calkayo town in Somalia. 
The hoy's father, Abdiqadir 
Muse, said the pirates lied to his 
son, telling him they were going 
to get money. The family is pen- 
niless, he said. 
Baltimore hotel staff finds four dead in room 
ByBenNuckols 
The Associated Press 
TOWSON, Md. — Staff at a sub- 
urban Baltimore hotel unlocked 
a guest door Monday and dis- 
covered the bodies of a man, 
two women and a teenage girl, 
according to authorities who 
did not releasea cause of death. 
The four were related and 
police were not looking for 
any suspects, said Baltimore 
County Police Cpl. Michael Hill. 
However, it was unclear wheth- 
er the deaths might have been 
the result of a murder-suicide. 
Hill said the victims were not 
from the Baltimore area and 
that police were trying to con- 
tact the next of kin. Autopsies 
were planned for yesterday, and 
police didn't release their iden- 
tities. 
The hotel staff made the dis- 
covery after the room occu- 
pants didn't check out when 
expected  from the Sheraton 
ROB CARP. 
EXPLANATION: Spokesman Cpl 
Michael Hill answers questions outside 
the Sheraton Baltimore North Hotel. 
Baltimore North Hotel in 
T'owson, just north of Baltimore, 
said Baltimore County Police 
Department spokesman Bill 
Toohey. 
Hill said it was not known 
whether all four people were 
hotel guests and thai it would 
be premature to release a cause 
ofdeath. 
"We don't know even what 
kind of investigation we're deal- 
ing with at this point," he said 
Monday evening. 
Several hotel employees 
declined to comment. 
K.C.Kavanagh.spokeswoman 
for Sheraton Hotels and Resorts, 
said Sheraton Baltimore North 
is a franchise property and the 
owner of the hotel is GF Hotels. 
"This is just a terrible tragedy 
and our team is terribly sad- 
dened by this event," Kavanagh 
said. "We're doing all we can to 
assist the police and it's a mat- 
ter that's in their hands at this 
time." 
Nick Gelston, 30, an elec- 
trician from Bel Air, said he 
stayed at the hotel Saturday 
night to attend a friend's 
wedding. He was back there 
Monday afternoon because his 
car had broken down and he 
left it at the hotel. 
Whistleblower 
accused of 
faking report 
By Ruts Bynum 
The Associated Press 
SAVANNAH, Ga. — Attorneys for 
one of the nation's largest sugar 
producers accused a whistle- 
blower Monday of faking a report 
that he says he sent to company 
executives warning them of the 
dust hazard at a Georgia refinery 
days before a blast there killed 14 
workers. 
Lawyers defending Imperial 
Sugar in more than 30 lawsuits 
filed a motion in Chatham County 
State Court asking a judge to 
throw out the report and all tes- 
timony by Graham H. Graham 
because he "knowingly provided 
false testimony." Graham was 
vice president of operations at the 
Texas company at the time of the 
explosion. 
Company attorneys said com- 
puter forensics experts hired by 
Imperial Sugar determined the 
report, which Graham says he 
forwarded to top company execu- 
tives after he wrote it the week 
of Ian. 20, 2008 — 17 days before 
the explosion—was actually gen- 
erated three days after the blast. 
They say Graham never sent the 
document to anyone other than 
his wife. 
"They've made a mistake," 
Graham said Monday. "The alle- 
gations arc wrong." 
Investigators determined 
the Feb. 7, 2008, explosion at 
Imperial Sugar's refinery in Port 
Wentworth, a few miles west of 
Savannah, was caused by air- 
borne panicles of sugar dust that 
ignited likegunpowder. Dozens of 
workers were injured along with 
the 14 who died. 
Graham, who lives in Houston, 
referred further questions to his 
attorney, Philip Hilder, who called 
the accusation a "maneuver by 
Imperial Sugar to continuously 
smear Graham I larris Graham." 
However, Hilder declined to 
answer questions about when 
Graham wrote the report and 
whether he sent it to company 
executives. 
Hilder said he had questions 
about the forensics and he would 
not comment until he saw them. 
8TH ANNUAL AWARD-WINNING 
You Move Out 
't Throw It Out! 
Don't miss your chance 
to give back! 
You'll be helping others 
and yourself! 
Students, Staff, and Faculty: 
It's that shirt you never wear anymore, the pants that 
don't fit, all those cans of soup and extra boxes of 
mac-n-cheese, or the fan you don't have room to store. 
Chances are, if you have extra stuff, you can donate it 
to "When You Move Out Don't Throw It Out" where it 
will benefit B.G. area shelters, food pantries, families, 
and organizations in need! 
What can be donated? 
• All clothing & shoes, in or out of fashion 
(including very worn athletic shoes) 
• Non-perishable food 
(snacks, cereal, peanut butter, ramen noodles, etc) 
• Clean bedding/towels/pillows/blankets 
• Books of any kind 
• Paper & school supplies of any kind 
• Personal items-used and open are OK! 
(ex: laundry detergent, soap, fans, games, 
sports equipment, dishes/glassware, toys, etc.) 
• Furniture that is clean and in good shape 
• Basically, ANYTHING you're willing to part with! 
Now until the residence halls close! 
Look for the donation boxes in your residence hall lobby, 
Greek Houses, Convenience stores, and the Union. 
CONTACT: nickjh@bgsu.edu • J72-9949 
SPONSORED BY: 
Center for Environmental Programs, Residence Life, 
University Bookstore, Facility Services, BGSU Recycling 
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Iranian speech against Israel 
turns racist, sparks confusion 
Pirates release prisoners after five months 
By Alexander Higgini 
The Associated Press 
GENEVA — A day after 
Iranian President Mahmoud 
Ahmadinejad caused an uproar 
with a speech attacking Israel 
at a U.N. conference on rac- 
ism, the U.N. said yesterday 
that Ahmadinejad had actu- 
ally dropped language from 
the speech that described the 
Holocaust as "ambiguous and 
dubious." 
The U.N. and the Iranian 
Mission in Geneva did not com- 
ment on why the change was 
made. U.N. Secretary-General 
Ban Ki-moon. however, said he 
had met with the Iranian presi- 
dent before his speech Monday 
and reminded him the U.N. had 
adopted resolutions "to revoke 
the equation of Zionism with 
racism and to reaffirm the his- 
torical facts of the Holocaust." 
Ahmadinejad may have 
decided to drop the Holocaust 
phrase that was in his original 
text to deliver his condemna- 
tion of Israel in a more palatable 
fashion for many countries. 
Still, Ahmadincjad's accu- 
sation that the West used the 
Holocaust as a "pretext" for 
aggression against Palestinians 
still provoked walkouts by dele- 
gates including every European 
Union country in attendance. 
But others, includingthose from 
the Vatican, stayed because they 
said he stopped short of denying 
the Holocaust. 
The walkout came after 
Ahmadinejad accused Western 
nations of complicity in violence 
against Palestinians surround- 
ing the foundation of Israel. 
The original text of his speech 
said "following World War 
II, they resorted to military 
aggression to make an entire 
nation homeless on the pretext 
of Icwish sufferings and the 
ambiguous and dubious ques- 
tion of Holocaust." 
U.N. spokeswoman Marie 
Heuze said U.N. officials had 
checked back with the inter- 
preters and the Farsi recording 
of Ahmadinejad's speech, and 
determined that the Iranian 
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OUTRAGE: Jewish sympathizers and demonstrators protest during Iranian President 
Mahmoud Ahmadinejad's press conference at the headquarters of the United Nations. 
president had dropped the 
terms "ambiguous and dubi- 
ous," referring instead in Farsi 
to "the abuse of the question of 
the I lolocaust." 
Adding to the confusion, the 
live English translation of the 
speech did not mention the 
word "Holocaust" at all, while 
the French stayed true to the 
spoken words of Ahmadinejad. 
The English translator appar- 
ent ly was followingthe prepared 
text and stopped speaking when 
the Iranian president changed 
the wording. 
The meeting turned chaotic 
from t he start when two protest- 
ers in rainbow wigs tossed red 
clown noses at Ahmadinejad 
as he began his speech with a 
Muslim prayer. A Icwish student 
group from France said it had 
been trying to convey "the mas- 
querade that this conference 
represents." 
The United States and eight 
other Western countries had 
already boycotted the event 
that started on (he eve of Israel's 
Holocaust Remembrance Day, 
because of concerns Muslim 
countries would drown out 
all other issues with calls to 
denounce Israel and restrict free 
speech when it comes to criti- 
cizing Islam. 
Over 100 other countries 
approved a 16-page declara- 
tion calling on the world to 
combat intolerance yesterday. 
The declaration did not men- 
tion Israel, but among dozens of 
other points, it reaffirms a 20OI 
statement issued after the U.N.'s 
first global racism meeting in 
South Africa that recognized 
the "plight of the Palestinians" 
while affirming the Jewish 
state's right to security. 
That support of the 2001 doc- 
ument was cited by President 
BarackObama's administration 
as the reason it boycotted the 
Geneva meeting. 
African-American groups 
participating in the confer- 
ence sharply criticized Obama 
and his administration for not 
attending and not signing its 
declaration against racism. 
"The boycott of the Obama 
administration both saddens 
us and angers us," said laribu 
Hill, executive director of the 
Mississippi Workers' Center for 
Human Rights. 
"We will not let Mr. Obama 
off the hook simply because 
he stands inside black skin, or 
because his campaign served to 
energize and inspire thousands 
of young people and people of 
color," she said. 
Ban, the U.N. chief, was 
heartened at the adoption of 
the declaration by consensus 
and urged countries not at the 
conference to rejoin the fight 
against racism. 
By Oliver Teves 
THe Associated Press 
MANI1A Philippines — A tor- 
turous wait by the families pi 2 I 
captive Filipinos ended yesterday 
as Somali pirates freed a chemi- 
cal tanker after holding the new 
for more than live months in the 
Gulf of Aden. 
Catherine Borretta broke into 
tears after receiving a mobile 
phone message thai ber husband 
Rodell — a second mate on the 
Philippine ship MiStolt Strength 
—was released with the others, 
"I'm so overjoyed, so over- 
whelmed," Borretta said, adding 
she'll welcome Itodell with his 
favorite pork dish anil a small 
party at home. 
It was unclear if a ransom 
was paid for the release of the 
tanker and crew, family mem- 
bers said the Somali pirates car 
tier demanded $5 million but 
the amount had been reduced to 
about S2.2 million last week. 
One crew member needed 
medical attention but docs not 
AARON FAVIIA 
RELIEVED: 
she talks to the Associated Piess in M 
Philippines, after l>ec husband's red 
have a serious problem, \.\ltl 
spokesman Lt-Cmdr. Alexandre 
Santos Femandes said. The tank- 
er will head to Mombasa, Kenya, 
arriving in about a week. 
"They have been released, 
thank dod!" said Doris Deseo, 
wife oil ado Deseo. the ships.si- 
vcar old third mate. "They are no 
longer in the hands ol the pirates, 
I am super happy.' 
At least l6othei ships with near 
K 300 crew remain in the hands of 
Somali pirates, officials say. 
I hereleasecameasanintema 
donal maritime wan hdog repot i 
eil yesterday that attacks by sea 
worldwide nearl) doubled in the 
first three months of 2009 mainh, 
because ol increased pirate raids 
on vessels In the Gull of Aden and 
the east coast of Somalia. 
Analysts blame Somalia's 
nearr) ~" years ol lawlessness for 
fueling piracy's rist Vttai I 
risen markedly in ret enl weeks, 
including one Monday when 
pirates tired nickels ,n a Maltese 
flagged ship of] Vemen's coast. 
Win warships scrambled 
helicopters in defense and the 
pirates escaped with no damage 
to the cargo ship. 
Yesterdays's release caii* 
aftei .i separate group ol bandits 
freed the I ebanese owned food 
aid freighter M\ Sea Horse aftei 
receiving $100,000 from Somali 
businessmen. 
Bin Laden may find haven in Pakistan 
By K.ithy Gannon 
The Associate 
MINGORA, Pakistan Pakistan 
was trying to end bloodshed 
when it let the idyllic Swat valley 
fall under Islamic law last week. 
Instead, it has emboldened the 
Taliban and prompted an invita- 
tion— however improbable—for 
Osama bin Laden. 
The local spokesman lm the 
Taliban, which control the val 
ley, told The Associated Press he'd 
welcome militants bent on bat- 
tling U.S. troops and their Arab 
allies if they want to settle there. 
"Osama can come here. Sure. 
like a brother they can stay any- 
where they want, Muslim Khan 
said in a two-hour interview 
Friday, his first with a foreign 
journalist since Islamic law was 
imposed. "Yes, we will help them 
and protect them. 
Khan spoke in baiting English 
he learned during tour years 
painting houses in the U.S. before 
returning to Swat in 2002. He 
averted his eyes as he spoke to a 
IKBANGASH 
INVITATION:      ratban dene Sud 
Muhammad, center wearing glasses, talks to his 
supporters dung a rally in '■' 
female journalist, in line with his 
strict understanding of Islam. 
Pakistan reacted with alarm 
to his comments, saying it would 
never let him shelter the likes ol 
bin Laden. 
We would have to go for the 
military operation. We would 
have to apply force again.' said 
Information Minister Qamar 
Annan kaira.  We simply con- 
demn this. We are righting this 
war against  al-Qaida  and  the 
Taliban.'' 
But it is t;u from i tear thai the 
government has the means to do 
much ol anything in the Swai 
valley, li agreed to Islamic law 
in the region drawing mici 
national condemnation 
Irving and tailing to defeat the 
Taliban in fighting marked In 
brutal beheadings that killed 
more than 850 people ova two 
years. 
"We lost the war. We negoti- 
ated from a position ol weak 
ness," said Afrasiab  Khattak, 
a leader ol the Aw.mil National 
Party, which governs the prov- 
ince thai includes Swal He said 
the region's police force is too 
underpaid, undertrained and 
underequipped to take on the 
militants. 
At the behest ol the National 
Vssembly, President Vsil \li 
Zardari last week signed nil on 
a regulation establishing Islamic 
law throughout the Malakand 
Division. 
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Warren Co. rejects stimulus package 
By Matt Laingang 
The Associated Press 
COLUMBUS — Governors have 
made headlines for refusing al 
least some of President Barack 
Obama's economic stimulus 
package, but at the local level, 
cash-strapped cities and counties 
have been less vocal about turn- 
ing down money. 
But not always. 
One of Ohio's fastest-grow- 
ing counties rejected part of the 
money, joining a scattered group 
of U.S. communities that say cer- 
tain funds aren't needed. 
Commissioners in Warren 
County, a staunchly Republican 
county northeast of Cincinnati, 
refused to take $373,400 in stim- 
ulus money to buy three new 
transit buses and make other 
improvements to the fleet, citing 
philosophical objections to the 
spending. 
Scott Varner,  a  spokesman 
for the Ohio Department of 
Transportation, which allocated 
the stimulus money, said the 
county's decision was the only 
rejection in the state that he was 
aware of. 
Warren County also wants to 
return $1.8 million in stimulus 
funding to replace windows and 
roofs on government buildings, 
making them more energy-effi- 
cient. 
"We're in the minority; I know 
that," said Commissioner C. 
Michael Kilburn. "If we need 
things, we'll write the check and 
pay for it" 
Governors of Alaska and four 
southern states—South Carolina. 
Texas, Louisiana and Mississippi 
— refused at least some of 
Obama's $787 billion stimulus 
package, intended to help jump- 
start the U.S. economy. Cities 
have generally been more ame- 
nable to taking the money. 
But in North Platte, Neb., a 
Leno hosts free show for laid-off employees 
WILMINGTON, Ohio (AP) — 
Jay Leno is planning another 
free "Comedy Stimulus" show 
for people hurt by layoffs, this 
time in an Ohio community 
losing thousands of DHL ship- 
ping jobs. 
The NBC "Tonight" show 
host announced on Monday's 
program that he would per- 
form May 10 in Wilmington, 
about 30 miles southeast of 
Dayton. 
Leno described the com- 
munity of 12,00Oas devastated 
and said the "good folks" there 
are having a hard time. 
DHL Express announced last 
year that it planned to pull out 
of Wilmington Air Park, mean- 
ing a loss of 8,000 jobs. The 
company revealed Friday that 
the new home for its interna- 
tional shipping hub in the U.S. 
would be Cincinnati/Northern 
Kentucky International Airport, 
more than SO miles away. 
Earlier this month, Leno 
gave two free performances in 
Detroit. 
Lack of elections will save tax dollars 
By Tarry Kinnay 
The Associated Press 
CINCINNATI — With no county- 
wide ballot issues, more than a 
quarter of Ohio's 88 counties are 
being spared the expense of an 
election in the May 5 primaries. 
That's good news in places like 
Clinton County, in southwest Ohio, 
where private and public bud- 
gets alike have been devastated 
by the loss of about 8,000 jobs at 
Wilmington Air Park. 
Elections Director Betsy Hart 
knows about cutbacks in both sec- 
tors; her husband is losing his job 
as an aircraft inspector. 
"The situation in Wilmington is 
just awful," she said. 
County commissioners were 
relieved to learn they would not 
have to foot the bill for a May pri- 
mary, which typically costs about 
$36,000 to $40,000 for the mostly 
rural county. 
"I think they were thrilled," Hart 
said. 
The cost could have topped 
$100,000 in nearby Clark County, 
which includes Springfield, based 
on about $1,100 for each of the 
county's 100 precincts, elections 
Director Mark Oster said. 
"We looked back in the records, 
and it's been at least 20 years since 
we didn't have a primary in May," 
Oster said "We have 10 townships 
and 12 school districts, so we were 
pretty surprised not to have a sin- 
gle issue. It may be a sign of the 
economy." 
Most of the 23 counties not 
holding countywide elections are 
among Ohio's less populous ones. 
The biggest, Lucas County, includes 
Toledo and has about 442,000 resi- 
dents. There's also Butler County, 
north of Cincinnati. 
Meanwhile, communities and 
school districts will vote on nearly 
400 local issues, according to the 
secretary of state's office. And the 
counties will incur costs from these 
local elections but can recoup some 
of the expenses for equipment and 
poll workers. 
In Hamilton County, the May pri- 
mary will cost more than $300,000, 
although there are no federal, state 
or countywide issues for voters 
to decide, said Board of Elections 
Director Sally KriseL But the board 
will be able to bill the communities 
and school districts for much of 
the cost 
"It's going to come out of some 
taxpayers' budget somewhere," 
Krisel said. 
This year's ballots in Hamilton 
County are among the lightest in 
several years — just nine issues 
affecting suburban schools and 
communities—but Krisel said she 
can't see a time when the county 
would not have a May primary at 
all. 
"We have so many jurisdictions, 
there's always somebody who 
•wants to do something," she said. 
In suburban Cincinnati's Forest 
Hills School District, where officials 
I 
are seeking a new 6.9-miII levy that 
would cost homeowners an extra 
$205 on each SI00,000 in assessed 
value, about 40 administrators and 
principals have agreed to freeze 
their salaries this school year. 
Superintendent lohn Patzwald has 
said a freeze will save the district 
about $100,000. 
NEWS 
Classified Ads 
419-372-6977 
I tie ill i Nrw will nut knowingly accept 
.Hlwnisrmenis thai discriminate, or 
encourage ditcrimfnatlon against any 
Individual or group on the basis of nice. 
sei. color, creed, religion, national origin, 
seiual orientation, disability, status as a 
veteran, or on thr basis ot any other legally 
protected status. 
The BO News reserves LtM right to decline, 
discontinue or revise any advertisement 
such as those round to be defamatory, 
lacking tu factual basis, misleading or fabe 
In nature. All advertisemeius are sub|eci 
to editing and approval. 
Services Offered 
Outdoor beach volleyball league now 
forming, coed recreational advanced. 
lOwk session. $20O-$250/team. 
Music & outdoor bar avail, nightly, 
call 419-874-9800 or gmisports net 
Soutnslde Storage, 993 S Main St. 
has units available tor summer! 
Call 419-353-8206 
Help Wanted 
'BARTENDING1 up to $300/day No 
exp necessary Training provided. 
Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174. 
400 Counselors/Instructors needed! 
Coed summer camps in Poconos PA 
Call 800-488-4321 www lohikan com 
Center SupftwInuJ 
Ro«foroyPerry»burg 
Candidate must have an Associate 
Degree in Early Childhood Education 
or related field & one year exp. in 
early childhood education; up to one 
year exp. working with word process- 
ing, spreadsheets. Internet. & 
database software, prefer one years 
supervisory exp Responsibilities 
include managing & directing the 
daily operations of assigned sites, 
monitoring classrooms on a 
regular basis to ensure compliance 
w/ contract requirements & program 
standards, monitoring fiscal ex- 
penses, serving as a liaison between 
families, parent committees and/or 
local school districts, & preparing/ 
maintaining accurate reports and 
documents. Must have dependable 
transportation available for daily use 
& must submit to initial & periodic 
MVR and background checks and 
physical exams. Seasonal, full time, 
weekly salary of $488.00 - $683.00. 
Send resume by May 1, 2009 to: 
WSOS, CAC, Attn  HR-CSI/RP/GK, 
P.O. Box 590, Fremont, OH 43420. 
.      EOE 
Help Wanted 
Computer help with IPOD etc, 
needed in Haskins. Call Cindy at 
419-823-1140 after 5pm 
GRADUATING SENIORS 
Come join our summer intern pro- 
gram this year and earn the right to 
Join our staff on a full time basis in 
September (salary, bonus, benefits, 
401K, profit sharing, equity). 
We are a national sales organization 
expanding rapidly. We want up- 
wardly mobile career professionals 
who want to grow, develop, and 
prosper with the success of our com- 
pany. II you have a vision of your life 
that includes committment to your 
career, a passion to achieve and 
succeed, and the opportunity to join 
a world-class organization, please 
forward your resume to 
craig.semenec@familyheritge.com 
Part-Time wait staff & cook' needed, 
apply at LaRoe's in Grand Rapids 
For more info, call 419-832-3082. 
SUMMER OPENINGS 
Flex sched, $14.25 base - appt, 
customer sales/service, will train, 
all ages 17+, interview now, 
start after finals! Call 419-740-7299. 
For Rent 
The Daily Crossword Fix 
brought to you by 
housing agency this month 
rejected $600,000 in stimulus 
funds, saying the money wasn't 
needed. The money would have 
heen spent on landscaping and 
fixing driveways and sidewalks. 
The town board in Mount 
Desert. Maine, turned down a 
request by Police Chief James 
Willis to seek $175,000 in stimu- 
lus money, which would have 
paid the salary of an additional 
officer for three years. 1 Tic board 
objected to being on the hook 
after stimulus funding ran out. 
"We'll just go the way the board 
wants to go," said Willis, who pre- 
sented the plan in early April. The 
small town has six full-time offi- 
cers, and Willis said an extra offi- 
cer would have helped eliminate 
the need for pan-time staff. 
Decisions to reject funding can 
he as important as how to spend 
it. said Catherine TUrcer of the 
government watchdog group 
Ohio Citizen Action. 
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STIMULUS: Jay Leno performs during 
a stand up performance billed as "Jay's 
Comedy Stimulus Plan 
ACROSS 
1  Centers of action 
7 Egg-laying mammal 
15 Old Testament prophet 
16 Produce anew 
17 Glad-handing politician's road 
sign? 
19 Mosaic tile 
20 Fender impression 
21 Pig's digs 
22 Shell-game item 
24 Mud smears 
28 Pharm. watchdog 
30 Actress Lupino 
33 Victoria's Secret purchase 
34 01 the moon 
37 Dieter's road sign? 
40 First 
42 Extol 
43 Shopaholic's road sign? 
45 Motel listings 
46 Facial twitch 
47 Gobbled up 
1 Wet sprays 
2 Dot on a map 
3 Dagwood's dog 
4 Uses a straw 
5 Racetrack ribbon 
6 Everest guide 
7 Be a buttinsky 
8 Obscene 
9 Painful throb 
10 Prevailing force 
11 Busybody 
12 Actress Dawber 
13 Shoshone 
14 In position 
18 Dawn Chong 
23 Broadcast 
25 Ger. submarine 
26 Beast 
27 Fills to capacity 
28 Karma 
29 Tap problem 
31 Clock face 
32 Append 
34 Itemizations 
35 Disentangle 
36 Dorothy, to Em 
37 Dart about 
38 Wise mentor 
48 Afghan money 
49 Oozes 
52 Mai _ cocktail 
54 Depression Era agcy. 
57 Art print: abbr 
60 Increase in strength, as wind 
63 Out-of-sorts patron's road 
sign? 
67 Add breath to pronunciation 
68 Browbeat 
69 Spruced up 
70 One who wails 
39 Israeli airline 
41 Arab garment 
44 Permit to 
48 Robbery on the high 
seas 
50 _ fours 
51 Saw wood? 
53 Lackland or Eglin. 
e.g. 
54 Spin around 
55 Old pieces of pounds 
56 Wrath 
58 Crimebuster 
59 Nerve network 
61 End of a switch? 
62 Give a bias to 
63 Is able to 
64 Bring into play 
65 Rejuvenation center 
66 Scarlet or crimson 
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• Pregnancy Tests 
• Counseling 
• Post Abortion Counseling 
• Pregnancy Support 
• Adoption Information 
• Limited Ultrasounds 
• Material Assistance 
Reliable information on all options. 
Supportive and professional 
441 Frazee 419.354.4673 
www.bgpc.org 
M-Th (10-5). Fri (10-1) 
Please call for an appointment. 
For Rent For Rent For Rent 
• ACROSS FROM KOHL HALL " 
2 BR apt -1026 E Wooster. 
$595/mo. avail NOW! 
2 huge BR apt - 1024 E. Wooster, 
$495'mo, avail August 
1 BR apt - 920 E Wooster. 
$495/mo ind. all util, avail. Aug 09. 
2 - 2BR apts - 920 E Wooster. 
S695/mo. avail May & Aug 
Call 614-668-1116. 
" 2 and 3 BR apts/houses. 09-10 sy, 
see Cartyrentals.com 
or call 419-353-0325 9am-9pm. 
•"1-4 BR apts & houses 09-10 sy. 
1 Ig house left. 8 allowed on lease. 
next to campus & downtown. 
low as S250/mo for each student. 
See Cartyrentals com lor discounts 
or call 419-353-0325 9am-9pm. 
1 & 2 BR apts, quiet Sign up now for 
fall, save up to $1200 
Susan- 419-841-9816, 419-345-4768 
12 month leases starting May 2009: 
841 3rd - 3BR duplex, $900 * util. 
525 Manville - 3BR house 
$700/mo * utilities, 
424 S College • 3BR house 
$700/mo + utilities, 
818/822 2nd St-2BR. 
$5!0/mo + gas/elec 
12 month leases starting Aug. 2009: 
837 3rd St • 3BR duplex, 
$885'mo +util 
322 E Court #5 -1BR, $435 incl. util. 
453 S. Prospect B- 1BR, 
$330/mo + electric 
www bgaparlments com 
S. Smith Contracting 
419-352-8917 
130-134 Liberty St -1 & 2 BR's avail. 
$465-$625/mo ♦ gas & elec. 
Call 419-354-6036, 9am-3pm, M-F. 
www.bghighlandmgmt.com 
1BR apt. close to campus, 
$395/mo » electric, pet friendly. 
Avail now & Aug, call 419-708-9981 
2 BR/1 bath -Garden Grove Town- 
houses, $495/mo 12 mo lease + dep. 
short term lease avail. 419-353-5891 
234 Manville • 4BR, 2 bath house, 
unfurn, 2 blocks from campus. 
$1500/mo, call 920-676-1497 
2BR duplex w/ Irg LR. util w/ W/D. 
8th & High St. $595/mo. garage avail 
avail May. call 419-352-8872. 
2BR duplex, Irg LR, Irg bath w/ W/D. 
garage avail, $595/mo. avail. May. 
call 419-352-8872. 
3 BR house. 404 S College. 
$575/mo plus util. 
Available Aug, call 419-352-4850 
3BR houses avail Aug. 09. 
all close to BGSU. excell. condition! 
218 Dill St. $1000/mo + util. 
220 Dill St. $725/mo .util 
606 5th St. $850/mo tutil 
Call 419-308-2458. 
3BR. 2 bath - house w/ den. 5th St, 
$750/mo, avail May, 
call 419-352-8872. 
426 E. Wooster. Lg 1 Bdrm. 
avail Fall 2009. $475/mo, utils incl 
Call 419-352-5882 
4BR. 2 bath - house, bsmt w/ W/D 
hookup, Wooster St, $1050/mo, 
avail May. call 419-352-3872. 
Avail now, newly remodeled apt w/ 
3 BR, each w/ priv. bath & entrance. 
Close to campus, $950/mo + elec 
Call 419-708-9981 
a*.*.*.-,*.-,*.* 
IVYW00DAPTS.; 
I Bdrms./Studios *, 
i# 
• 
Apts Studio- 1.2S3BR, 
www.fiterentals.com 
May & Aug, call 419-353-8206 
Avail, summer &/or 1st semester 
only, see Cartyrentals com 
Call 419-353-0325 9am-9pm 
Basement Apt, Near Campus 
$350/mo, util. incl. 
Call 419-352-5882 
House w/6 BR, 2 baths & laundry. 
916 Third St. $1.650/mo 
Call 419-308-7955. 
Jay-Mar 8th & High St 
2BR apts - $475-495/mo ♦ gas/elec 
Low security deposit. 
419-354-6036, 9am-3pm M-F. 
www.bghighlandmgmt.com 
Just a couple great houses! 
Lrg. 3 BR near campus, game room. 
garage, W/D, air, pet friendly. 
May or Aug. Call 419-806-4219. 
Price Reduced, Fifth Street Apts 
2BR, 2 bath. C/A, appliances, 
shuttle stop across street, $450/mo. 
Call Jack or Phil at 800-829-8638 
Shamrock Storage -1724 E Wooster. 
Summer storage near campus avail. 
Call 419-354-0070 to reserve today! 
Summit Hill 414 / 418 S. Summit St. 
2+BR, A/C, garage, W/D. remodeled, 
spacious, pet friendly, new low price! 
Avail Now -1 BR's @ The Highlands. 
Call 419-354-6036 
The Highlands - 220 Napoleon Rd 
1 BR apts, S375-S415/mo + elec 
Great locations, low sec deposit! 
Call 419-354-6036, 9am-3pm M-F 
www.bghighlandmgmt.com 
The Homestead 
1.2 BR's 8 1 BR w/ study apts 
$525-650/mo + all util, great location! 
Call 419-354-6036. 9am-3pm. M-f 
www bghighlandmgmt com 
» 
* 
* 
Spring Special: 
Reduced Rent 
Near BGSU, private 
patio/entrance, extra 
storage, pels weleome 
short-temi leases avail. 
Also, no Security 
Deposit and 1/2 off lsl 
month if you move in 
before 5/31/09.- 
419-352-76911 HO ;* 
* Restrict ions Apply "J^ 
* 
> 
* 
»* .%*„•«*< 
SHAMROCK 
&£> VILLAGE tife 
^YCondominiums*^ 
Storage & Studios 
• Near Campus 
• Low Rates 
• Accessable 24 hrs 
• 1724 E. Wooster 
Near Bob Evans 
Summer 
Storage! 
Don't Make Extra Work 
Leave Your "Things"! 
Call Today to Reserve a Unit: 
(419)354-0070 
www.shamrockbg.com 
1 Bedroom Apartments 
From Only $499! 
On selected floor plans 
2 Bedroom Apartments 
From Only $599! 
On selected floor plans 
• Ground floor ranch 
• Private entrance 
• Patio 
• Spacious kitchen 
• Pets welcome! 
-FREE HEA1 
i 
WUtSirv *QU*Rt 
HftUtTMfrm 
' **■    GYPSY lANf 
| ShoppttOn 
1         1 SouitiMMn 
N 
t 
VARSITY SQUARE 
apartments 
419-353-7715    fS> 
Now Op«n Saturday 10-3 ^7~ 
NOW LEASING FOR 2009 
LARGE 3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS 
COLUMBIA 
COURTS APTS 
903 - 935 Thurstin 
■ 3 bedroom/ 2 full baths 
1
 Furnished 
< Starting at -.S" $76o<>o~ 
+ utilities    ■^2^*""°""' 
1
 On-site laundry^ 
■ Dishwasher/Garbage 
Disposal 
< Air conditioning & 
Fireplaces available for 
an additional cost 
i Free Wireless Internet 
HEINZ APTS 
424 Frazee 
808 & 818 N. Enterprise 
• 3 bedroom/ 2 full baths 
• Furnished 
■ Starting at -5" $900°° 
+ Utilities       ^*r"'°''th 
1
 On-site laundry 
■ Air Conditioning 
' Fireplace, Microwave, 
Dishwasher & Garbage 
Disposal 
1
 Plenty of parking 
> Free Internet Access 
MERCER MANOR 
323 & 331 
S. Mercer Rd. 
• 3 bedroom/ 2 fullbaths 
• Starting at    ^7^7 
+ utilities        <^i»r monll<, 
• On-site laundry^^W^ 
• Air Conditioning 
■ Fireplace, Microwave, 
Dishwasher & Garbage 
Disposal 
• BGSU Shuttle stop 
• Plenty of parking 
■Free Wireless Internet 
J 
www.g reenbriarrentals.com 
<*>V. 44 S E Wooster SI. 
Hours:                                                            'SBSiSS' Bowling Gteen, OH 43402 
Monday - Friday 9am - 5pm                        HHIK 419-352-0717 
Saturday 10am - 3pm                           CIIINDBIAII. im wyvw greenbriarrenlals com 
I 
